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thickly dotted by prosperous farms, Itay, although last year's bumper crop
and, to our regret, we were unable to was 10ΰ tons from three farms managed
is
?all on all those whose homes we passed, by him whose aggregate Ullage area
acres.
owing to limited time. We did, how- only »J0
hie fore-

make brief calls on a few and our
readers in that good section of Maine
must not accuse us of favoritism because
we met so small a number of the farmKIWHT Λ WHKSLSR,
ers.
Our effort was to learn more about
portioDs of Western Oxford as a general
A omeys and Counsellors at Law,
farming section and, if possible, to
SOUTH PARIS. MAINS.
gather in a few ideas from a few farmers
Alton C. Wheeler.
S Wright.
which would be of value and iuterest to
others.
After leaving Mr. Maxim, our course
&
J. H.
led through Greenwood and Albany to
En route we passed
.I\IL ι MilNfcEH* AND SI'ltV EYOUS.
North Waterford.
the farm of Will Holt, near the boundary
llt^h Street, South Paris, Maine.
miles from Bethel
line of Greenwood,
Telephone 111-12.
village. We found him gathering what
to
order.
Maps and Plans made
hay he could from land that was parched
"f the tlraberlanile and pocket map* of and
m
dusty, yet cheerful in spite of the
atj for »ale.
drouth. He depends somewhat upon bis
Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.;
dairy operations for his farm income, and
owing to shortage of hay had already
sold several cows.
However, some
meadow laud with a better growth of
grass and several acres of good corn were
features that will help him tide over the
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
bunch. IIis buildings are attractive and
commodious.
Towards night, after pausing through
the little village of North Waterford, we
followed on toward the "Center," 4 miles
All through this strip were
farther.
abundant evidences of good management
and prosperity, shown in tine homes and
well tilled land, while from the height
Lead of land were caught glimpses of fertile
Λ Kinds of Pipe
spots on the surrouuding hills where ocand Iron.
casional farms mark areas reclaimed from
the predominant forests, and these, too,
Telephone 1:11-11.
spoke well for the people aud the soil,
where the right combination of the two
had met.
J. WALDO
We found at Waterford Center one of
those picturesque nooks which are comparatively rare and yet, in Maine, so
It is almost as if the Great
common.
Creator, in passing His hand over the
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
earth, and plowing up the rugged bills
NORWAY. and mountains, had just let down a little
Telephone Connection.
body of water as a change from the surrounding scenery aud h;ul found this litHOLUSTER S
tle nook here for its resting place.
Mountain Tea
The little village, somewhat famed as
A Uaay M-dlolae for Bunj FeopU.
the home of Artemus Ward, rests at the
foot of a rocky hill and borders close on
Brings GoiJoa Health and Reuew-d Vigor.
A specific for Constipation. Indigestion. Live
the shore of Lake Keoka, which name
aii.l Kidney Troubles. Pinipl··*. Lczema. Impure
itself savors of Indian days and wild
Blood. H i Breath. Slug^'sh Bowels, Headache
I ':.i ».i '.··
It's R<>cky Mountain Tea in tab- nature.
Genuine muJe by
let furni. :t"> cents a box.
The twilight hours, after lunching at
U»Li.iirrkK Dm·,» Company, Ma<ll»>n. Wis.
the pleasant summer hotel, wore spent in
PEOPLE
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOU CALLOW
driving about two miles out to the home
of F. U. Morse. A little way from the
village we were attracted by a modest
farm home which deserved more than a
passing glance. Nowhere in Maino have
we seen a more delightfully located small
The buildings
farm than was this one.
Portland Division.
were not large nor extravagantly built,
Steamships "Governor Dingley" or but were located close to the road, surGovernor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf, rounded by beautiful maples, while withortland, week days at 7 P. u., Sundays in and without everything was in the
it s r. M. for Boston.
pink of condition. In the barn yard a
half dozen cows chewed their cuds conRoturuliig
KUery C. Park.

'.«on S. Herrlck.
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Win. C.

Leavitt Co.,

Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.
Repairing,

NASH,

Taxidermist,

Licensed

Nuggets

Rocky

Eastern Steamship Company.

I.eave Union Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m.,
for Portland.

Through tickets on sale at
-.illroad stations.

Freight

s

rates

as

principal

low as other lines.

All cargo, except Live Stock, is iu.red against tire and marine risk.
C. BKOWX, General Agent,
Boston, Mass.

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at
A. W. Walker &

Son's,

South Paris, Maine.

A Reliable

Remedy

FOR

CATARRH

Ely's Cream Balm
κ

quickly absorbed.
Relief at Once.

Goes

It l^myes, soothes,
'-uLs and prot« < ts
t
diseased in«mhe resulting from Catarrh and drives
y aCoM iu the Ilead quickly. Restore·
t!
S. ns» s i>f Taste and Smell. Full size
Liquid
cts. at Druggists or by mail.
Civutu Balm fur use in atomizer* 75 cts.
."»·> Warreu Strer-t, New York.
□v lin t...
·■

FOR SALE.
1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
'Deists of nine rooms and bath-room,
>lieil and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
mgs are situated high from the street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
A spring of
mmandiug a tine view.
These buildpure water on premises.
ups are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

Glasses Warranted.

Specialist
If you want the beet

■

kImm·, consult me.
Why? Be
«pedal
came my successful experience ao«l
knowledge In the Optica) liunlnee* enables ni<
to »·lj uni .(Ulckly to Uie most delicate vision
pro(>erly tltte.l !en·. Con-u Halloas or examina
of

—

Come here

uoo« free.

OR. PARMENTER
Rye Specialist, Norway,

Three

men

Waterford Dairy Testing Association, he
i· a most enthusiastic believer in tbe
work of thi·, the firat cow-testing organization in Maine. His appreciation of the
possibilities of this work and of the fine
service being given to tbe state by Hon.
Leon S. Merrill, the State Dairy Instructor, is unbounded. It is plain where tbe
Waterford association gets much of its
energy, from its president, who is an inveterate worker and pusher along any
progressive agricultural lines.
Mr. Mclntire was actively engaged in
the tlnish of the hay harvest, with a
smiling face which dtonoted inner satisfaction. This was a trifle surprising at
tiret as most hay makers in the section
traversed were in some degree discouragThis man believes thoroughly in
ed.
the good principle of turning bis land
over often and fertilizing well, and this
year he is, in a measure, getting his reWhile his brother farmers are
ward.
disappointed with half a crop or less, he
is getting near 70 tons of tinest quality

not
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washing
$3.50 per week.
MRS. CHAS. A. ALLEN,
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JOB PRINTING.
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beautiful Held», finely tilled down
gentle slope to the lake, perhaps £ mile

across
a

me

while all around the guardian hills
kept silent vigil and the rays of the setting sun glinted on the hilltops far to the
south; it was certainly a rural scene
which would be uoequaled in uiany a
day's travel. The owuer of this desirable home we found to be a young man,
F. II. Johnson, who met with a double
an«l sudden bereavement last year in the
loss of his father and mother and now,
recently married, is setting himself the
task of keeping these 20 acres of tillage
up to the high excellence maintained by
his father, who wan known as a farmer of
advanced and admirable methods.
Journeying on to the home of Hr.
Morse, whose principal interest lies in
the direction of apple orcharding, we
first visited his young orchard near the
residence. Here we saw one of the few
Maine Stark orchards, small but profitable. There were nearly 100 of these
trees, set about 20 years ago, and uear
them 23 Scott's Winter, which Mr. Morse
has found very hardy but not productive
of large enough fruit to be very desirable.
Two years ago this little plat of 90 odd
trees brought Mr. Morse the snug sum
of $522.
Four years ago Mr. Morse began using
4 to 3 pounds of fertilizer to each tree,
spading it in, underneath the branches,
and he now makes this a regular practice. He is certain that it pays and has
been a great help to the trees.
A pleasant hour spent in the home of
Mr. Morse in the evening brought out
Mr. Morse is
many points of interest.
fortunate in having several husky boys
to aid him in his work, and doubly
fortunate because ill health prevents hitn
from doing the full quantity of work
which his enthusiastic mind foresees.
The uext morning, starting from the
delightful little hotel in the cool of a
beautiful day, we drove to Soath Waterford partly for a personal meeting with
W. K. Hamlin, the well known head of
the creamerv company of that town.
We had hoped to push on farther to
meet some of the prosperous farmers
there whose names had been given us,
An hour
but our time was too limited.
spent with Mr. Hamlin was productive
of much of interest and value, which
points will be touched upon elsewhere.
On the start of the return ride we
made our way past the second and larger
orchard of Mr. Morse, partially to see
the apple storage house he has erected,
which is one of few iu the state and
which we expect to illustrate in an early
issue. The owner was busy with hie
crew harvesting the hay in the apple
orchard, while beneath the trees his second crew of workers was busy—in the
shape of 8 brood sows, whose active
snouts had plowed up the sods around
the tree trunks in a manner not accomplished b> any other means. In a portion of this orchard we saw the demonstration of the experiment in trees referred to by Mr. Morse at the Auburn field
meeting. Twenty-two years ago he set
ont 158 Ν. Y. Baldwins and at the same
time an equal number of Tallman Sweets,
Now a
which latter were soon grafted.
considerable number of the former are
showing a less degree of vigor and hardiness as evidenced by general appearance
and particularly by the frequent seams
where trunks have already begun to
split. On the contrary, those grafted on
Tallman stock seem at their best, strong
and vigorous, and have suffered but little
All
or nothing from the severe winters.
in all, there are 600 appb trees on this
farm, the packing house being situated
at the roadside, perhaps one fourth mile
from the trees.
Mention should be made of a tine lot of
sweet corn, 7 acres, seen on the farm of
this active, earnest worker. Last season
aO-acre plat of beans yielded 180 per
away,

1'art of this success rests in
sight, for he had feared the weather the
last two days of the harvesting, in spite
of bright Bunshine, aud had doubled his
crew, with the result of not a wisp of hay

out in the two-days' rain which began a
Anfew hours after we left this farm.
other reason for the smile was seen when
he took us around the corner of the
huuse and showed us one of the prettiest
fields of corn seen anywhere this year.
It was native yellow corn, and with another piece near by covered β acres.
With Τ acres of oats and 4 1-2 of Hungarian no wonder he smiled, even though
he will have 40 or more Holsteins to feed
this winter.
His son, who is married and lives in
the house on the adjoining farm which is
one of the three mentioned, is the party
responsible for the tine herd of Holsteins. These animals have been coming
to the front at the Oxford County Fair
Mr. Mclntire bethe past three years.
lieves in the breed and in improvement
and, needless to say, has some splendid
animals. His bull is a promising threeyear-old, aud his picture will appear in
A bull calf of still richer
an early issue.
breeding is being grown up for service.
Tbe herd of 40 includes 25 cows and
heifers; and it is the aim of tbe owner to
make this one of the beet herds in the
state.
Threatening clouds warned us to push
on, after a pleasant and iosructive stay
with Mr. Mclntire, whose work ia certainly worthy of extended mention.
Many farms were passed which we should
have been pleased to visit, but we reached the beautiful village of Bethel just as
the storm got down to business and the
rain which thousands were praying for
came

plentifully.
Checkrein

on

the Horse.

This is a topic which has been much
discussed, both pro and con. I have, in
my time, written several articles on this
subject, and many have taken a stand
against me, says E. J. Waterstripe in the
Michigan Farmer. Like all other great

I suppose there never will be
We want to work
our horses in a manner that will be best
Wo should
for us and best for them.
study to this end and no other. There
is a proper and an improper way to use
most everything, and there is scarcely
anything that we cannot use the wrong
In considering tbe subway if we try.
ject let us think of the use of the cbeckreiu in a proper manner.
Everybody
knows that it is possiblo to use it the
I want to speak of the
wrong way.
checkrein when used in a proper and hu-

questions,
a

unity of opinion.

mane
Wa

way.

»an

malm all »hini7« inilirimitt

when

not used in the right way, and for this
m au y
hâve seen the.abuse that
has been apparent from the use of the
checkrein, and from this same have concluded that it was a torture to the horse,
which it was in those cases, and have
concluded that it should be cast away.
My conviction in favor of the use of
the checkrein on the work horse came
from watching another man who never
had a checkrein on any of his harness
and from just this experience 1 became
more and more in favor of the checkrein.
Ile also has since gone to using the
check, and with a better result. This
man always had sore shoulders on his
horses, and I am convinced that working
without the check was a great factor in
it. I also notice that since he is uHiog
them he is not in trouble half as much
as before, and this is very easy to reason
If we plow the horse without a
out.
checkrein he will naturally be putting
his head down and be nibbling the weeds
and especially the grass on the turn.
Now do not say that if you feed him
enough he will not do this, for this
makes but little difference. It is natural
for the horse to be grazing. Now, in the
tirst place, this eating all the time is not
good for the horse, any more than it is
good for the man. We should eat regularly and give the stomach a rest. But
this is not the main point. The horse
that is ever putting his head to the
ground in working will cause the greater
part of the draft to come on the lower
part of the shoulder, where it should
press evenly all along, and this causes
the collar to rub and you have a sore at
those places. You may be able to work
without having a sore, but you are more
apt to. In working a horse, the collar
should tit and press over the whole surIf this constant
face of the shoulder.
shifting of the draft does not cause sore
shoulders, I do not know what would.
For this reason I use the checkrein to
keep the horse's head on the natural
level. Do not go to extremes and check
the horse so high that you can see his
eyes when driving, and not so low that
he will be grazing, but check for the
natural level, which is higher on some
horses than on others. There are horses
that cannot comfortably hold their heads
any higher than the level of their shoulders. Study this in all your horses before you set any particular notch on their
checkrein.
The checkrein has also an important
place in helping to control a horse. Do
not throw away any part of the harness
that is useful. Do not get the fashion
of trying to drive with as little harness
Be humane to the horse
as possible.
and use the checkrein as it should be
used, and it will be a help to the horse,
bat when used in the wrong way it is
reason

torture.

Poison Warning.
All owners of cattle should know that
wilted cherry tree leaves are poisonous
Within a few days we have
to cattle.
learned of the loss of several head of
In one case the
cattle from this cause.
farmer in trimming out a rick of bushes
beside the fence threw the cherry bushes
over into the lane leading to the pasture.
When the cattle came down from the
pasture they stopped to browse on the
wilted cherry leaves.
This is the time of year when farmers
Feed
are cutting bushes in the pastures.
in pasture is short and cattle readily
Seo to
browse on these fallen bushes.
it that no cherry bushes are left within
the reach of the cattle.
A simple remedy for this poison, and
one always on hand, is a dose of strong
coffee.—Maine Farmer.

Low prices for milk and high prices
for dairy feed are a discouraging combination for the milk-producing farmer.
He most turn to the silo for help if be
wishes to cut down feed cost. Ensilage
makes good milk.

Sentiment in favor of agricultural
in the public schools is getting
teaching
the
Leaving Mr. Morse investigating
so strong we may safely consider the
caterthree-lined
ravages of the maple
point settled. It's only a question of a
pillar, which had just reached the edge
little time.
the
toward
on
went
we
his
of
orchard,
farm of L. K. Mclntire, whose energy
Keep your place in order. Others will
and skill as an agriculturist bad reached
In addition he is known aa a think better of yon, you will think betonr ears.
ter of yourself and yoar business will
prominent abipper of live stock to the
Brighton market. As president of the profit by yoar orderly habits.

acre.

llfSjf SOME
,sables
VAN

By O. HENRY.

fCopyright. 1906, by

the S. S. McClure Co.]
K'd Krady was sent to
the ro|>eat by Molly McΗ fever's blue black eyes be
withdrew from the Stovepipe pang. So uiuch for the power of
a colleen's Uanderln' tougue and stubIf you are a
born true heartedness.
man who read this, may such an Influence be sent you before 2 o'clock
tomorrow; if you are a W0Q)an
your Pomeianlan greet you this morn·
tag with a cold nose-a sign of dog
health and your happiness.
The Stovepipe gang borrowed Its
name from a subdistrict of the cltv
called the Stovepipe, which Is a narrow and natural extension of the familiar district known as Hell's Kitchen,
rhe Stovepipe strip of town runs along
Eleventh and Twelfth avenues on the
river and bends a hard and sootv elbow around little, lost, homeless De
Consider that a
Witt (1 In ton park.
stox eplpe Is an Important factor In
any kitchen and the situation Is analyzed. The chefs in Hell's Kitchen
are many, and the Stovepipe gan»:
wears the cordon bleu.
The members of this unchartered but
widely known brotherhood appeared to
passι their time on street corners arrayed like the lilies of the conservatory and busy with nail files and penThus displayed as a guaranknives.
tee of good faith, they carried on an
innocuous conversation In a 200 word
vocabulary, to the casual observer as
unoceut and immaterial as that heard
in the clubs seven blocks to the east
But off exhibition the Stovepipes
ere not mere street corner ornaments
addicted to posing and manicuring.
Their serious occupation was the separating of citizens from their coin and
wiiuables.
Preferably this was done
by weird and singular tricks without
uoise or bloodshed, but whenever the
citizen honored by their attentions refused to impoverish himself gracefully
his objections came to be spread finally
upon some police station blotter or hos-

WW THEN

MM/
fψ

muff $175 and you won't matte any
mistake about the price of Russian
sables. The swell goods for mel Say.
tbey look fine ou you. Moll."
Molly hugged the sables to her bosom
in rapture, and then her smile went
away little by little, and she looked
the Kid straight in the eye sadly and
tue

steadily.

He knew what every look of hers
meant, and he laugbed, with a faint
flush upon his face.
"Cut It out." he said, with affectionate roughness. "I told you I was done
with that. I bought 'em and paid for

'em, all right, with my own money."
"Out of the money you worked for.
Kid? Out of $75 a month?"
"Sure. I been saving up."
"Let's see—saved $425 in eight
months, Kid?"
"Ah, let up!" Hald the Kid, with some

heat "I had some money when I went
to work. Do you think I've been holding 'em up again? 1 told you I'd quit.
They're paid for on the square. Put
'em on and come out for a walk."
Molly calmed her doubts. Sables are
soothing, l'roud as a queen, she went
forth In the streets at the Kid's side.
In all that region of low lying streets
Russian sables had never been seei:
before. The word sped, and doors and
windows blossomed with heads eager
to see the swell furs Kid Brady had
given his girl. All down the street
there were "ohs" and "alls," and the
reported fubulous sum paid for the
sables was passed from lip to Hp. In
creasing as It went. At her right el
bow sauntered the Kid, with the air or
princes. Work had uot diminished bis
love of pomp and show and his passion
for the costly and genuine. On a coiner they saw a group of the Stovepip.
gang loafing, Immaculate. They raised
their hats to the Kid's girl and weut
on with their calm, unaccented pal
aver.

blocks behind the admired
strolled Detective Ransom o'
Hansom was the
the central ottice.
only detective on the force who coil It!
walk abroad with safety In the Stove
He was fair dealiu :
pipe district.
and unafraid and went there with the
hypothesis that the inhabitants were
human. .Many liked him. and now ami
then one would tip off to him some
thiug that be was looking for.
"What's the excitement down tinpital register.
The police held the Stovepipe gang street?" asked Ransom of a pale youth
in perpetual suspicion and respect As In a red sweater.
"Dey're out rubberln* at a set of
the nightingale's liquid note Is heard
In the deepest shadows, so along the buffalo robes Kid Brady staked bis
Stovepipe's dark aud narrow confines girl to." answered the youth. "Some
Dey're
the whistle for reserves punctures the say he paid $!MX) for de skins
< » I ear of night.
Whenever there was swell all right enough."
"I hear Brady has lieen working at
smoke In the Stovepipe the tasseled
knew there was fire in his old trade for nearly a year." said
the detective. "He doesn't travel with
Hell's Kitchen.
Kid Brady promised Molly to be the gang any more, does he?"
"He's workin', all right." said th··
good. Kid was the vainest, the strongare you
est. the wariest and the most suc- red sweater, "but-say. sport,
Three

couple

ÏÏ !.

cessful plotter in the gang. Therefore
the boys were sorry to give him up.
But they wituessed his fall to a virtuous life without protest for In the
Kitchen it is considered neither un
manly nor Improper for a guy to do
as his girl advises.
Black her eye for love's sake, if you
will but it is all-to-the-good busiuess
to do a thing when she wants you to

^Agatn Mo?iv*sbrleked.

·<abonda.

f®·?11?

to me I've heard they were.
"Have I'ever chucked any bargain
sale stuff at you, Moll?" asked the Kid,
with calm dignity. "Did you ever notice me leaning on the remnant counter or peering in the window of the

five and ten? Call that scarf $250 and

wardrobe. Young man, I excuse you
dat punch In my vace—dis von time."
Hausom handed Molly ber furs. Her

eyes were smiling upon tbe Kid. She
wound the scarf and threw tbe end
over her left shoulder with a duchess'
grace.
"A gouple of young vools," said Pollcetnan Kohen to Ransom. "Come on

away."

HIS OWN BAIT.

looked at it closely.
"Once," he said, "I sold furs la Sixth
Yes, dese are saples. De.\
avenue.
Dis scarf Is vori
come from Alaska.
$12 and dis muff"—
"Buff:" came the palm of the Kld't
powerful hand upou the policeman's
Kohen staggered and rallied
mouth.
Molly ecreamed. The detective threw
himself upon Brady and with Kohen'!
aid got the nippers on his wrist.
"The scarf is vort $12 and the mud

By Ο. HENRY.
[Copyright, 1906, by tho

S.

8. Mcfllure Co.]

iT the stroke of 6 Ikey Sniggle
/I fritz laiil down his goose. Ikey
Are
was a tailor's apprentice.
there tailor's apprentices now-

At any rate, Ikey toiled and snipped
and basted and pressed and patched
and sponged all day in tbe steamy
ietor of a tailor shop, but when work
was done Ikey hitched bis wagon to
such stars as his firmament let shine.
It was Saturday night, and the bos»
laid twelve begrimed aud liegrndged

dollars In his hand. Ikey dabbled discreetly in water, donned coat, hat and
collar, with Its frazzled tie and chalcedony pin, and set forth In pursuit of
his Ideals.
For each of us when our day's work
Is done must seek our ideal, whether it
be love or penuchlè or lobster a la New
burg or the sweet silence of the musty
bookshelves.

length of shell of about twenty-eight
inches.
It haunts rivet's (lowing into
the gulf of Mexico, including the Mississippi, where it is common. Iu appearance and actions it is an enlarged
duplicate of the common suapping turtle. Its pale brown hues well match
the soft muddy bottoms on which it
lies motionless, angling for flsb with
the decoy. Tbe bait is attached Inside
the lower jaw, close to tbe tongue, and
is a well developed filament of flesh,
white and distluet from tbe yellowish

Kipling Piqued
Readers' Curiosity,

by

Which

a

Hit

doomed to exist forever In penury of
body and mind, yet as he swings his
cheap cane and projects the noisome
inhalatious from his cigarette you perceive that he nurtures In his narrow
bosom the bacillus of society.
Ikey's legs carried him to and into
that famous place of entertainmeut
knowu as the Cafe Maglunis—famous
because It was the rendezvous of Billy
McMahan, the greatest man, tbe" most
wonderful man, Ikey thought, that the

search. At last one of (hem wrote me
that I was wasting time and that the
quotations were merely Mr.

alleged
Kipling's little joke.
"In other words, he

manufactured
'em to order and stuck tbeiu at the top

of his tales for tbe sake of the odor of
erudition they lent to the production.
I was mad for a while, but when 1
cooled off I had a good big laugh. Of
course you know Scott used to do tbe
same thing, and so, for tbat matter,
Poe was really
did Edgar Allan Poe.
the worst quotation fakir of the lot.
"Ile would write wise sounding detached sentences and credit them to
imaginary German philosophers with

long, outlandish and impressive names.
However, I don't know why the thing

should be punishable. Tbe business of
a writer of fiction is to create an illusion, and as loug as he does it I for
one am not particular what means he
employs to contribute to the end."New Orleans Times-Democrat.

Immigrant·' Puries.
The immigrants who stream into
New York all have different ways of
carrying their money.
The Irish Immigrant carries a canvas
bag In which uotes and coins are
crammed together.
The Germans wear a money belt,
gay and costly, of embroidered cha-

mois.
The French and Italians carry brass
tultes with screw tops wherein they
keep their cash In twenty t'ranc gold

pieces.

The Swede Is sure to have an Impocketbook of cowhide that has
been handed down from father to son
mense

for generations.
The Slavs carry their money In their
high boots, along with a for': and
spoon—New York Press.

Ovaratudy.

Books are pleasant, but If by being
overstudlous we Impair our health and
spoil our good humor, two of the best
pieces we have, let us give It over. I,
for my part, am one of those who think
that no fruit derived from them can

recompense so great a loss.—Montaigne.
Γ

8ha Was Safe.

Little four-year-old Mabel was running downhill, holding her dress tightly.
"Be careful." called her muther, "01
you will fall."
"Oh. no, I won't," replied Mabel
M
'cause I'm holding tight to myself."

Not What Ha Maant.
you any aches 01
Yes.
Patient
pains this morning?
doctor; it hurts me to breathe—In fact,
the only trouble now aeems to be with
Physician—All right I'll
my breath.
give you something that will soon stop

Physician—Have

—

that!

Porbaaranoa.

Bacon—Did you ever have any desire
to go on the stage?
Egbert—Oh. yej;
only last week 1 did. Oh, the actor
was vilel But 1 contented myself with
ahying an egg at him.—Yonkers Statesman.

I never liaten to calumnies, became
they are untrue I run the risk of
being deceived and If they are true of
hatiag people not worth thinking about
if

—Montesquieu.

A Quicker Way.
Minister (searching for mirror)—Have you a glass here? Beadle—
Na, na, sir; we dlnna need a glass. We
J1st tak' a sook oot o' th' boottle.—Lon-

Young

don Tatter.

^

He held out his hand.
Behold Ikey as he ambles up the
street beneath the roaring "L," between the rows of reeking sweatshops.

TRICKS OF WRITERS.

llgh.

There was a brave and conspicuous
assemblage in the dining salon of a
noted hostelry where Fashion loves to
display her charms. At one table sat
Billy McMahan and his wife. Mostly
silent they were, but the accessories
they enjoyed little needed the Indorsement of speech. Mrs. McMuhan's dia
monds were outshone by few In the

The waiter bore the costliest
brands of wine to their table. In evening dress, with au expression of gloom
upon bis smooth and massive countenance, you would look In vain for
a more striking figure than Billy's.
Four tables away sat alone a tall,
slender man about thirty, with thoughtful, melancholy eyes, a vandyke beard
and peculiarly white, thin hands. He
was dining on filet mignon, dry toast
and apollluui'is. That man was Cortlandt Van Duyckink, a man worth
$80,000,000. who inherited and held a
sacred seat in the exclusive Inner cirroom.

out his hand.

er

snapper, which attains only
third of the size of bis larger relative,
will bite a fluger clean off, and the alligator snapper could bite through a
wrist or foot.—Chicago Tribune.

was as duet and ashes in bis
mouth.
And Mrs. William Dnrragh
McMahan were a look of discontent
upon her plump but pretty fuce, und
the very rustle of her silks seemed a
cess

cle of society.
Billy McMahan spoke to no one
around him because he knew no oue.
ν un Duyckink kept his eyes on his
f ate because he knew that every eye
present was hungry to catch his. Ile
could bestow knighthood and prestige
by a nod, and lie was chary of creating
h too extensive nobility.
And then Billy McMahan conceived
and accomplished the most startling
Hud audacious act of his life. He rose
deliberately and walked over to Cortlandt Vau Duycklnk's table and held

mouth part and closely resembling a
large grub. While waiting the turtle
keeps this grub in motion, giving it
the aspect of crawling about in a small
circular course. Its mud colored shell,
often studded with a growth of One,
waviug moss, looks like a great round

mon

Snigglefritz, and sometimes, boj)eless
of attaining them, his own solid suc-

adays?

a

stone, and close to it is a second smallstone, the head. Close to this smaller stone crawls the plump white grub.
A fish sees it and makes a natural
mistake, only to be seized by a sudden
The Jaws
snap of the powerful jaws.
The comare remarkably powerful.

among his owu people. He was grow
Ing rich; the dally papers had a dozen
men on his trail to chronicle his every
word of wisdom; he had been honored
In caricature holding the tiger cringing in leash.
But the heart of Billy was sometimes
There was a race of
sore within blm.
men from which he Btood apart, but
that he viewed with the eye of Moees
looking over into the promised land.
He. too, had Ideals, even as bad I key

socia/triancle

The Giant Alligator Snapping TurtU
aa a Fisherman.
There Is a canny reptile fisherman
which makes effective use of the bait
which he Carries in his owu mouth.
This is the alligator snapping turtle, a
giaut among reptiles, known to attain
α maximum weight of 144 pounds, with

ited to poems I had never heard of in
my life and were just such salient,
striking fragments as would naturally
whet one's appetite for tbe remainder.
For over a year I tried bard to locate
those mysterious poems and enlisted
half a dozon book dealers in the

"surely

floating

"It's my Kiddy I want Oh, you dear,
stuck up, crazy blockhead!"
"You can take dose nippers off," said
Kohen to the detective. "Before I leaf
de station de report come in dat de
lady vind her snples—hanging In her

"When I first began to read KipHug," said an admirer, "my curiosity
was Immensely piqued by tbe scraps
of verse with which he usually beaded
bis early stories. They were all cred-

do it for you. We'll get a flat and a
flute and a sewing machine and a rub
ber plant and live as honest as we
can."
"Oh. Kid." sighed Molly, wiping the
powder off his shoulder with her haudkerchief. "I'd rather hear you say that
And
than to own all of New York.
we can be happy on so little!"
The Kid looked down at his speckless cuffs and shining patent leathers
with a suspicion of melancholy.
••It'll hurt hardest I11 the rags depart"I've kind of always
ment." said he.
liked to rig out swell when I could
You know how 1 hate cheap things.
This suit set me back sixty-five
Moll
( "Let me see you a moment, Brady," he
said.
Anything in the wearing apparel line !
has got to lie just so or It's to the misΛ
tit parlors for it for mine. If I work I truiliii anything In do fur Hue?
won't have so much coin to hand over Job in a plumblu' shop don't match
Wld dem ski.is de Kid's girl's got ou."
to the little man with the big shears."
I'll Kke you just
"N.'ver mind. Kid
Ransom overtook the strolling couple
»u an empty street near the river bank
us much In a blue Jumper as I would
in a red automobile."
He touched the Kid's arm from behind
"Let me see you a moment, Brady," he
Before the Kid had grown large
enough to knock out his father he had laid quietly. His eye rested for a sec·
lieen compiled to learn the plumber's jnd on the long fur scarf thrown stylSo. uow. back to this houorable ishly back over Molly's left shoulder
art
aud useful profession he returned. But The Kid. with his old time police bat
it was as au asslstaut that he eu- lug frown on his face, stepped a yard
gaged himself, and It Is the master or two aside with the detective.
"Did you go to Mrs. Hethcote's. on
plumber aud not the assistant who
wears diamonds as large as ballstoues West —th street, yesterday to fix h
and looks contemptuously upon the leaky water pipe?" asked Itansom.
"I did." said the Kid. "What of It?"
marble colonades of Senator Clark s
—me lady β ?ΐ,υυυ set or Kussiau samansion.
bles went out of the house about the
Ei£ht months went by as smoothly
The description
same time you did.
as though they had "el«Psund
fits the ones this lady has on."
Kid
The
ed" on a theater programme.
"To (IarU>m with you!" cried the
worked away at his pipes and solder
Kid angrily. "You know I've cut out
with no symptoms of backsliding. The
that sort of thing. Ransom. 1 bought
Stoveplpé gang continued its piracy on them sables yesterday at"—
the high avenues, cracked policemen s
The Kid stopped short
heads, held up late travelers, invented
"I know you've been working straight
uew methods of peaceful plundering,
lately." said Ransom. "I'll give you
of
clothes
cut
avenue's
Fifth
copied
every chauce. I'll go with you where
and ueckwear fancies and comported
say you bought the furs and Inyou
lawless
itself according to Its
bylaws.
The lady can wear 'em
vestigate.
But the Kid stood firm aud faithful to
with us. and nobody ΊΙ be on
along
his Molly, even though the polish was
That's fair, Brady."
gone from his finger nails aud It took
"Come on," agreed the Kid hotly
him fifteen minutes to tie his purple
And then he Rtopped suddenly In his
the
worn
so
that
ascot
places
«ilk
tracks and looked with an odd suille at
would not show.
Molly's distressed and anxious face.
a
he
One evening
brought mysterious
"No use." he said grimly. "They're
house.
to
bundle with him
Molly's
You'll
the Ilethcote sables all right.
"Open that. Moll!" he said in his have to turn 'em over, Moll, but they
large, quiet way. "It's for you."
ain't too good for you If they cost a
Molly's eager fingers tore off the million."
wrappings. She shrieked aloud, and
Molly, with anguish in her face, hung
iu rushed a sprinkling of little Mcupon the Kid's arm.
McKeever, dishKeevers and Ma
"Oh, Kiddy, you've broke my heart,"
washy, but an undeniable relative of she said. "I was so proud of youwhere's
anu sometniug and now they'll do you—and
dark and long and sinuous flew and our happiness gone?"
"Go home," said the Kid wildly.
enveloped her neck like an
Take the furs
Ivld
"Come
on, Ransom.
the
said
sables"
pride-,
"Russian
Walt a
from here.
away
Let's
get
of
the
Mollys
sight
fully, enjoying
I'll
mind
to—no,
a
minute—I've
good
fur
round check agalust the clinging
if I can do it. Run along,
"the real thing They don't grow any- be derned
Moll. I'm ready, Raneom."
thing in Russia too good for ..vol, Moll.
Around the corner of a lumber yard
Molly plunged her bands Into the
tc
came Policeman Kohen on his way
muff, overturned a row of the
the river. The detectlvi
Infants aud flew to the mirror. Hint his beat along
Koheo
for assistance.
for the beauty column: To make signed to him
explained
the
group.
beRaqsom
a
and
joined
cheeks
bright eyes, roey
"Sure," said Kohen. "I hear about
witching smile—recipe, one set Rusthose saples dat vas stole. You saj
sian sables. Apply.
dem here?"
When they were alouet Molly became you have
Pol Iceman Kciien took the end ol
aware of a email cake of the Ice of
his hands and
down the full Molly's late scarf In
tide of her happiness.
she
"You're a bird, all right. Kid.
admitted gratefully. "I never had any
But aln
furs on before In my life.
Russian sables awful expensive? Seems

not spell sables in Russian."
Molly cast herself upon bis neck.
"What do I care for all the sables
and money in the world," she cried.

A Ruse

"Turn off the hydrant," said the
Kid one uight when Molly, tearful,
besought him to amend his ways.
"I'm going to cut out the gang. You
for mine, ami the simple life on the
side. I'll tell you. Moll-ΠΙ get work,
I'll
and in a year we'll get married.

common sense

is vort $9," persisted tiie policeman.
"Vot Is dis talk about $1,000 saplee?"
The Kid sat upon a pile of lumber
and bis face turned dark red.
"Correct, Soloinonski!" be declared
viciously. "1 paid $21.50 for tbe set
I'd ratber bave got six months and not
bave told it Me, tbe swell guy tbat
wouldn't look at anything cbeapl I'm
Moll, my salary could
a plain bluffer.

Pallid, stooping, insignificant, squalid,

world bad ever produced.
Billy McMahan was the district lead
er.
Upon him the tiger purred, and
his hand held manna to scatter. Now.
as Ikey entered McMahan stood, flushed and triumphant and mighty, the center of a huzzaing concourse of his lieuIt seems
tenants and constituents.
there had been an election. A signal
victory had been won. The city had
been swept back into line by a resist-

ODD USES FOR FISH.
On· Make*

a
•

Good Barometer, Another
Weathercock.

Fishes bave been put to many queer
while still alive, but probably the
strangest was that suggested to the
war department by an inventor. The
propulsion of submarine torpedoes was
the subject undtr discussion, and he
uses

that a shark be imprisoned
in a tube at the rear end of the projectile, its movements to be controlled by,
the active application of electricity.
In case the shark attempted to swim
away it was to be given an electric
shock and in this way kept on its
course until the torpedo had reached
its target.
Another remarkable use to which a
fish has been put is as a barometer.
The leach is very susceptible to atmospheric changes, and when retained in
an aquarium is likely to throw itself
out at the approach of or during any
remarkable change of winil or weather, or if in a pond or stream will sometimes jump on the bank. It has boon
kept alive lu aquaria as a living barometer from the supposition that certain movements iudicate particular
changes that are about to occur In the
weather. In Russia the de^l body of
Cottus gobio, the miller's thumb, is
used as a weathercock.
Ilung by a
single thread, It will point to the direction whence the wind blows.—Minneapolis Journal.

proposed

NEEDED AFTER ALL
A

Chance For the Book Agent After
He Got in Trim.
"Madam," said the book canvasser

as the door was opened by a very
comely maid, "1 am selling a new book
on etiquette and deportment."
"Go
"Oh. you are," she responded.

down there on the grass and clean
the mud off your feet."
"Yes'm," and he went. "As I was
saying, ma'am," he continued as he
again came to the door, "I am soil"—
"Take off your hat! Never address
a strange lady at her door without re-

moving your hat."
"Yes'm."

And

off

went

the

hat.

"Now, theu, as I was saying"—
"Say. Mr. Van Duyckink," be said,
"Take your hands out of your pock"I've heard you was talking about ets.
No gentleman ever carries his
starting some reforms among the poor hands there."
people down In my district. I'm Mc"Yes'm," and his hands clutched his
Mahan, you know. Say, now, if that's coat lapels. "Now, mu'am, this work
straight I'll do all I can to help you. on eti*'—
if a
And what I says goes In that neck of
"Throw away your cigarette,
the woods, don't it? Ob, say, I rather gentleman uses tobacco he is careful
guess it does!"
not to disgust others by the habit."
Van Duycklnk's rather somber eyes
"Yes'ui," and the tobacco dlsaplighted up. He rose to his lank'lelgïit peared. "Now, ma'am," as he wiped
and grasped Billy McMahan's hand.
his brow, "in calling your attention to
"Thank you, Mr. McMahan," he said
"I have
in his deep, serious tones.
been thinking of doing some work of
that sort. I shall be glad of your assistance. It pleases me to l>ecome ac-

this valuable"—
"Wait. Put that dirty handkerchief
out of sight. I don't want your Itook.
You can
I am only the hired girl.
come In, however, and talk with the

Billy walked back to his seat. His
shoulder was tingling from the accolade bestowed by royalty. A hundred

Kits.

quainted with you."

eyes were now turned upon him in
envy and new admiration. Mrs. William Darragh McMahan trembled with
ecstasy, so that her diamonds smote
the eye almost with pain. And now it
was apparent that at mauy tables

there were those who suddenly remembered that they enjoyed Mr. McMaIle saw smiles
han's acquaintance.
and bows about him. He became enveloped in the aura of dizzy greatness.
His campaign coolness deserted him.

"Wine for that gang!" he commanded the waiter, pointing with his finger.
"Wine over there! Wine to those three
gents by that green bush! Tell 'em
It's on me. See? Wine for everybody!"
The waiter ventured to whisper that

lady of the house. She called me a
liar this morning, and I think she
needs something of the kind."—Sketch

LITERARY HERESY?
Are Chaucer, Spenser, Milton, Byron
and Shakespeare Bores?
"We had the notion of doing something of the kind." tlie Easy Chair
conf< s.-fil when requested to furnish

a list of the hundred best authors,
"but we eould not think of more than
ten or a dozen really lirst rate authors, and if we had begun to com*
pile a list of the best authors we
should have had to leave out most of
their works.
Nearly all the clas-des
would have gone by the board. What
havoc we should have made with ttie
Kritish poets! The Elizabethan dram-

less besom of ballots.
Ikey slunk along the bar and gazed,
breath quickened, at his Idol.
IIow magnificent was Billy McMahan, with his great, smooth, laughing it was perhaps Inexpedient to carry atists would
mostly have fallen under
face; his gray eye, shrewd aa a out the order in consideration of the the ban <>f our negation to a play If
bis
chicken bawk's; his diamond ring,
dignity of the house and its custom.
not to α man. Chaucer, but for a few
"All right," said Billy, "If It's against
voice like a bugle call, his prince's air.
is impossible; Spenser's poetry
poems,
or
roll
active
and
money,
tils plump
the rules. 1 wonder if 'twould do to
duller than presidential
his clarion call to friend and comrade— send my friend Van Duyckink a bottle. is generally
Milton is a trial of (lie spirit
ah, what a king of men he was! How No? Well, it'll flow all right at the messages;
of his verse; Wadshe obscured his leutenants, though caffy tonight. Just the same. It'll be in three-fourths
worth is only not so bad as liyrou,
they themselves loomed large and se- rubber boots for anybody who comes
who thought him so much worse;
rious, blue of chin and Important of in there any time up to 2 a. m."
Shakespeare himself when he Is reverwas
mien, with hands buried deep in the
McMahan
happy.
Billy
not to be Shakespeare
pockets of their short overcoats! But
He had shaken the hand of Cortlandt ently supposed
is reading the martyrs; Dante's science
Billy—oh, what small avail are .words Van Duyckink.
and politics outweigh Ids poetry a
to paint for you his glory as seen by
·······
thousandfold, and so on through the
Ikey Snlgglefrltz!
1 lie υΐκ l'Uie K>uJ uuiu nu»
whole catalogue."—William Dean IIowXUC υαιν i*lMft«UUI(7 iiiu0
lug metnl work looked out of place ells in Harper's Magazine.
The white coated barof victory.
the
pushcarts
among
moving slowly
tenders threw themselves featfully
and trash heaps on the lower east side.
From a
A Picture of Your Voice.
upon bottle, cork and glass.
So did Cortlandt Van Duycklnk, with
take a picture of your voice it is
To
■core of clcar Havanas the air received
thin
his aristocratic face and white,
Its paradox of clouds. The leal and
only necessary to tie a sheet of thin,
hands, as be steered carefully between
strong paper over the wide end of a
the hopeful shook Billy McMahun's
the groups of ragged, scurrying young·
tin trumpet. Hold It with the sheet of
And there was born suddenly
hand.
Rters in the streets. And so did Miss
.n the worshipful soul of Ikey Sniggleupward, take α thin pinch of
Constance Schuyler, with her dim. paper
fine saud and place it in the center of
fritz an audacious, thrilling Impulse.
ascetic beauty, seated at his side.
the paper, hold the trumpet vertically
He stepped forward Into the little
"Oh, Cortlaudt," she breathed. "Isn't
above
rleared space In which majesty moved
your face and sing a note into
live
to
have
It sad that human beings
end. Do not blow, but slug
lower
and held out his hand.
the
and
poverty?
In such wretchedness
Billy McMahan grasped it unhesitat- And you—how noble it Is of you to the note. Lower the trumpet carefully
You will flud
and look at the sand.
ingly, shook it and smiled.
think of them, to give your time and
Made mad now by the gods who
that the vibrations of your voice have
money to Improve thejr condition!"
the pinch of sand into α
were about to destroy him. Ikey threw
Van Duycklnk turned bis solemn scqttered
Every note
beautiful sound picture.
tway his scabbard and charged upou eyes upon lier.
the musical'scale will produce α
Olympus.
"It is little," he said sadly, "that I In
Billy," can do. The question Is a large one different picture, so you may produce a
"Have α drink with me,
he said familiarly
"you and your and belongs to society. But even in- great variety of them. Some of these
like pansles, roses and
friends?"
dividual effort 1b not thrown away pictures look
"Don't mind If I do, old man," said Look, Constance! On this street I have other flowers; some look like suakes
In fact,
the great leader, "just to keep the ball arranged to build soup kitchens, where and others like flying birds
there is no limit to the variation.
rolling."
no one who is hungry will be turned
are
The last spark of Ike.v's reason tied
away. And down this other street
The Gila Monster.
"Wine," he called to the bartender, the old buildings that I shall cause to
The Gila monster Is a large, clumsy
wnving a trembling hand.
be torn down and there erect others In
lie
and lizard from one to two feet long,
The corks of three bottles were
place of those death traps of fire
is generally too lazy to be pugnacious,
drawn; the champagne bubbled in the disease."
if his anger Is once aroused be
long row of glasses set upon the bar
Down Delancey slowly crept the pale but
Billy McMubau look his and nodded,
cov- will grip you with a clutch of a bulltoddled
It
from
auto.
Away
gray
with his beaming smile, at Ikey. The
bare- dog, turning over as lie bites so that
eys of wondering, tangle haired,
lieutenants and satellites took theirs
the venom—which is secreted 4n a
It
children.
stopped
unwashed
Ikey footed,
and growled "Here's to you!"
in the lower Jaw instead of the
foul
gland
structure,
brick
before a craiy
took his nectar in delirium. All drank,
like the rattlesnake-is pretty
upper,
a and awry.
well with his saliva and
Ikey threw his week's wages In
to examine sure to mix
alighted
Van
Duycklnk
his attaek fatally effective.
crumpled roll upon the bar.
one of the lean- bo make
a
better
at
perspective
"C'rect," said the bartender, smoothtive toed hands aud feet render
Down the steps of the His
ing wall».
his wild
ing the twelve one-dollar notes. The
who him adept nt bush climbing. In
man
a
came
young
crowd surged around Billy McMahan building
estate he lives on young rabbits ami
Its
degrudatiou.
seemed to epitomize
Some one was telling how
When captured, he ente
again.
birds' eggs.
and Infelicity—a narrow chestBranuigan tixed 'cm over In the Elev- squalor
or a little chopped meat
eggs
only
uusuvory young man, pulling
enth.
Ikey leaued against the bat ed, pale,
mixed with them.—Los Angeles Times.
at a cigarette.
awhile and then went out.
Van
sudden
a
Impulse,
Obeying
He went down Hester street and up
The Armenian Alphabet.
stepped out and warmly
Chrystie and down Delaucey to where Duycklnkthe hand of what seemed to
An Armenian girl goes to school at
he lived. And there his women folk, a grasped
four or five years old, but l>efore that
blm a living rebuke.
bibulous mother and three dingy sis
she has probably learned her "letters,"
he
know
you people,"
"I want to
ters, pounced upon him for his wages
In itself,
"I am going to help which is almost η 11 education
said
sincerely.
shrieked
Ills
confession
they
And at
We shall be as the Armenian nlpbal>et contains
as much as I can.
rhet
you
in
the
him
pithy
and objurgated
thirty-nine. She learns those letters
friends."
orle of the locality.
from α small slab of wood ou which
away
auto
carefully
the
As
aud
crept
him
But even as they plucked at
they arc printed. This slab is fastened
unan
felt
Van
ecDuycklnk
Courtlandt
struck him Ikey reinulued in his
to a handle, making it something like
He
his
heart.
about
static trance of joy. His head was in accustomed glow
The Armenians
I hairbrush In shape.
man.
a happy
the clouds; the star was drawing ills was near to being
their formidable alphabet
that
Joust
of
band
Ikey
had
He had shaken.the
wagon. Compared with what he
is so {>erfect as to give every ituund
achieved the loss of wages aud the Unlgglefrltz.
known tO anv other nation
were
slight
bray of women's tongues
Capital Punishment.
affairs.
Not Entirely,
Bride (throwing her arms about the
He had shaken the hand of Billy McMoe Rose—Do you think the automobridegroom'» neck)—You are my pris
Mahan.
la replacing the hone? Joe Coseoner for life!
Bridegroom—It's not Im- bile
··*··»«
1 haven't
for life, love; It's capital Well. uot entirely, anyway.
prisonment
In my bologna u
Billy McMahan had a wife, and upon
Town and Coun- fonnd automobile
punishment—Sydney
the
her visiting cards was engraved
yet.—Browning'* Magazine.
try Journal.
name "Mrs. William Darragh McMahan." Aud there was u certain vexaOf a Modern Qeniua.
Hop·.
tion attendant upon these cards, for,
to compile hi* life and let·
"Going
than
no
sweeter
Is
"There
suffering
small as they were, there were bouses
ters?"
So runs an old German provIn which they could not be inserted. hope."
"There were no letter·. I'm going to
erb. melancholy text for hearts that
Billy McMahan was a dictator In polcard·,"—
bas cured aud to compile hla life and poet
bitter
dlsappolutment
business,
in
tower
itics, a four walled
Washington Herald.
is
but
all
memory.
Whom
bope
dreaded, loved and obeyed
iv
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each. They will be mailed oa receipt of price by
tte publishers or for the convenience of patrons
Jlagls copies of each Issue have bee® placed on
sale at the following places In the County :
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Paris,
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Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
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Mrs. Harlow, Post Office.
Parts Hill.
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
r. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
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ALBERT D. PARK,
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of Parle.

C. HOWARD LANE,
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of Porter.
of Hebron.
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of Hartford.
of Andover.
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Republican Heetings.
Hon. John P. Svra«ey.
of

Canton, and

Hon. W. €. Philbrook,

THE OXFOBD BEARS.
THE OOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
Paris HDL
Baptlit Church. Rev. K. O. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday M 10 .-4ft a. m. Sunday
School at IS *■ Sabbath Evening Service at
7 Je p. M. T. P. S. C. B. Tneaaay evening.
CovePrayer Meeting Thursdayevening at 7 30.the
lit
nant Meeting the laat Friday oefore
All
not
M.
2
30
r.
at
the
month
of
Sunday
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Universalis Church, Rev.C. A. Knickerbocker,
Pastor. Preaching service every Sunday at 10:43
a. m. Sunday School at 11 45.
rtnrt

Dickvale.

Oiftrt

Mis· Gladys Wiley, formerly of Bethel
but who now reside· in Shawnee, Oklahoma, la visiting friends In Bethel.
Mrs. lllen Chandler is visiting her sister, Miss Blake, and Is looking for a
home to purchase In Bethel.
Miss Jordan, whose work as an artist
la so well known, is the guest of Mr. and
Mra. Harry Jordan.
Mrs. Will Valentine and sons of Philadelphia are guests of the Valentines.

Rev. F. E. Barton and his daughter
visiting in Bethel.
Thursday the Ladies1 Club held their
mid-summer fair at Garland Chapel.
The several tables were made attractive
with dainty fancy work and useful artiand candy tables
Miss Ethel Houghton, who baa been cles. The Ice cream
and the young
in Boston since the first of the year, is were well patronized
table io change of Margaret Herspending her vacation in Ottawa and misses1
rick, Marjorie Green, Sylvia Swan and
Toronto, Canada.
one of the
The mixed foursome tournament which Dorothy Pepper, proved
attractions aud all· the flowers
was postponed from the previous week great
"old fashioned garden1' were soon
was played on the golf links Monday and in the
The supper was served to a
Tuesday and was won by Arthur Shaw pluokedi
which was followed by a
number
the
were
who
large
and Raymond Atwood,
The proentertainment.
pleasing
very
the
of
prizes presented.
glad recipients
gramme consisted of a voluntary by Miss
The detailed result was as follows:
R. ChapMrs.
W.
Laura Hall, reading by
PRELIMINARIES
man and Miss Lacia Weed, vocal solos by
Mr. Clark and Mise Helen Cole beat Mr. DrapMiss Miriam Herrick and Dr. Wight.
er and Misa Ruth Potter.
Mr. F. T.Case and Mise Josephine Cole beat The programme closed with the vocal
Judge Potter and M 1m Pottle.
selections by Prof. Pepper of New
Dr. Mann and M1m Gertrude Brown beat Mr.
The treasurer's report is not
York.
Knickerbocker and Mr·. Jacob.
fair
Arthur Shaw and Raymond Atwood heat Mr. fully completed at this date but the
Atwood and M lue Dorothea Carter.
was very successful in every way, a large
sum being added to the funds.
SKMI FINALS.
Thursday evening Prof. Prank ReyMr. Clark and Mlu Helen Cole beat Mr. Case
and M lee J. Cole.
reader and impersonator, gave an
nolds,
Dr.
beat
Atwood
Arthur Shaw and Raymond
entertainment at Pattee's Hall.
Mann ami MIm Gertrude Brown.
Francis, Evelyn and Harold Chandler
FINALS.
have returned to their home in Norway.
Arthur Shaw and Raymond Atwood beat Mr.
There has been much sickness among
Clark and Μ1»β H. Cole, 3 up, 1 to play.
children and older people the past two
Sirs. William L. Perham and Miss Wil- weeks.
ms» Perham of Washington, D. C., arrivWest Bethel.
ed at the Governor Perham home early
laat week.
"The festive Ice cream
Will
βο·η ρ Λβ like a dream,
Mr. Henry Martin Clark of Boston was
■Sola be but a thing to remember;
the guest of bis friend Mr. Daniel WinsThe oyettr, with grace,
low last week.
Must >0011 take their place,
know, there's au R In September,
Judge Potter and Mies Kuth Potter Kor, you lie
wh goes with the girl»
visited I-tle au Haut several days last
nan a lip that oft curls,
week.
Aud he save he would like t > dlememijer
That tlret month of fallMrs. Lewis M. Brown gave a great
Most expensive of all—
amount of pleasure to the rising generaFor he'd chuck out the R to September."
tion last Wednesday afternoon. It was a
"Why this «wearing at the flies?
hay-rack ride and theatre party, taking
Why these awful big (lsh lies?
some thirty or forty of the younger chil'Tie 'cause the pastor Is away
dren to the moving pictures at the Bijou
And 'cause 'tie now the devil'» sway."
at South Paris, followed by ice cream
and gent'e maiden, who arû
It is hardly neces- "Now the youth love's
soda at Sburtleff's.
young dream
dreaming
sary to add that it was a hay-rack load Think that llfe,ls nought but sunshine, caramels
and lemon crcam."
of happiness.
Miss Marion Hallett arrived at Mrs. E.
Showers and sunshine!
H. Jackson's last Wednesday.
Haying progresses slowly on wet meadCharles G. York, who has been sick for
some days, died last Wednesday at the owe.
E. J. Bell has the care of the street
Mr.
home of his brother, Fred York.
York was one of the sons of the lat e Sam- lamps in this village.
Howard Tyler is visiting his uocles io
uel York and was forty-eight years old.
He was an industrious, hard working East Waterford.
The concrete sidewalk on Main Street
man, and for several recent years has
been in the employment of Sheriff Hiram is being repaired with cement.
Millard L. Mason is In Greenfield, N.
Κ Hubbird at the Hubbard House. He
leaves two brothers, Fred and Samuel, H., for a stay of two or three woekR.
Elbert R. Brigg» is visiting his sisters
and a sister, Mrs. Russell of Sumner.
Percival J. Parris of Philadelphia is and brother in South Paris.
Karl Stearns of Grover Hill is working
the guest of relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ο. E. Curtis of Kenne- io the post card house of Whitten & Dennison.
bunk were at Paris Hill several days last
Elton Keene is on the road for Whitweek, coming with their automobile.
Hon. John P. Swasey of Canton, can- ten <& Dennison soliciting orders for post
didate for congress in the second Maine cards in the State of New Hampshire
It it reported that the hotel in this
district, and Judge Warren C. Philbrook
of Waterville, assistant attorney general village, owned by A. M. Stahl of Berlin,
for Maine, will apeak upon the political Ν. H., is to be reopened next month.
Mrs. John Wight and daughter Bortha
issues of the day at South Paris this
Louise, of South Paris, visited Mrs
Monday eveniug.
Mr. Ilenry Tuxbury of New York is a Wight's father and brothers hore on Sunday last, coming and returning on the
guest at Elmhurst.
Mr. Charles Lewie of Tufts College is Uorlin excursion train.
Since Miss West Paris has called John
a guest at Mrs. Jackson's.
Mrs. Albion Keith of Portland has "old and fussy", and knowing that "Slobeen the guest of Miss Persis N. Andrews. cum" of East Sumner has a wife, iny
Kev. and Mrs. G. W. F. Hill have re- long stagnant hopes revive and a reunion
turned from Sedgwick and expect to of the Democrat correspondents might
me a chance to win the prize I so
occupy the Baptist parsouage during the give
Where and
much desire to possess.
present week.
Mrs. Basler of New York is the guest when shall the meeting be?
are

of Admiral and Mrs. Lyon at Lyonsdcn
North Waterford.
Miss Dorothea Carter is camping at
Jess Littlefield is expected home this
Bryant's Pond with a Bethel party.
Aug. 17.
George M. Atwood and family are week Saturday from the Sisters' Hoscamping for a few days at Shagg Pond. pital.
Mrs. Carver is helping Mrs. Will Rice
The annual meeting of the Parie Hill
Hon. John P.
Libraty Association was held at Hamlin with her housework. of the
of Canton, and
Ida Holt, teacher
grammar
Memorial Hall on Wednesday, Aug. 12,
Hon. William B. Skclton, and the following officers were elected school, has resigned her position on acWednesof
ill
health.
She
started
count
of Lswlston,
for the ensuing year:
will speak at
day of last week for a trip through
President—ΜΙββ P. N. Andrew·.
northern Maine and Massachusetts.
Vice President—Mr*. Ο A.Thayer.
Tuesday Evening, Aug. 181
Bryant's Pond,
Treasurer—Mr·. J. C. Hammings.
Wednesday Evening, Aug. 19
Mary Manning is on the sick list.
Uuoktleld,
J.
Mrs.
M.
Secretary—
Thayer.
Luella Stearns of Millinocket recentDirectors— Mre. L. B. Merrill, Mrs. G. M. Atly visited her cousin, Ida Holt.
wood, M re. Ellen H. Jackson.
Coming bvent*.
Mrs. Lyman Holmes of Norway visited
uagι ouiuuci
lier niece, Mrs. Annie Hazeiton, and otnAug 19—CntvereaUat grove meeting, Bryant'*
of
Mr. Harry H. Williams, president
er relatives here.
Pom I.
his
Harry Morey visited Mr. and Mrs. Don
Aug 19.—Reunion Thirty second Maine Regi- Brockton, Matte., city council, and
of
Williams
ment, Lake Auburn.
Mrs.
Hannah
of Norway last week.
J.
Smith
mother,
Aug. *5-38— Eastern Maine fair, Bangor.
Cochituate, Mass., were in town over
Aug. 27.—Oxford Pomona Grange delJ 'lay.
Hiram.
of Mr. and Mr·.
and the
Watsrville,
»peak st
New Hail. South Paris, Monday Eve
of

—

will

—

|

Swa»ry,

—

—

South Part·.

Sunday

guests

Aug. 31-Sept. ♦—Central Maine fair, Watenrllle. Oeo. Goes. Mrs. Williams is the eldest
Sept. 1—Oxford Pomona Grange, North Water- daughter of the late
Horatio Allen,
ford.
formerly of Sumner, and came on to visit
Sept. 7-10— Maine State fair, Lewleton.
the old Allen homestead which has been
dept. 14—State election.
Sept. 15-17—Oxford County fair. South Parle practically abandoned. Mrs. Williams
and Norway.
is the mother of thirteen children, 11 of
Sept. -*9-Oct. 1—Went Oxford fair, Fryeburg.
whom are still living.
Mrs. Flora Parks and her daughter,
ΝtCW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Miss Lillian Parks, of Boston, are visiting at George Kicker's.
We Fit Eye· with Proper Glasses.
Blue Store·.
The Sabbath Schools in the place had
Blue Tag Sale.
a picnic in the maples near the CongreSpeclalMark Down Sale.
gational church on Tuesday, which was
Camera· and Photographic Supplie».
alwell attended and much enioyed,
Every Farmer.
Notice of Foreclosure.
though the showers in the afternoon cut
Bankrupt'» Petition for Discharge.
Thanks
short some contemplated sports.
are due Kev. Mr. Eaton and Supt. W. H.
A Pretty Slim Campaign (lame.
Eastman for their able assistance in
in
The present political campaign
making it a success.
Maine is productive of more or lees warm
Union Grange has been invited by
feeling·, aa well as of some things dis- Mouutain Grange of North Buck field to
Of the
creditable to their originators.
join with them in a Held day observlast mentioned none is more discredit- ance at Allen'··
grove near Swan Poud,
able than the attempt to score a point on South
Hartford, on Wednesday, Aug. 19.
Hon. John P. Swasey on labor matters.
a
Quite
goodly number attended
It haa failed of its purpose, even though Marco's celebration at Canton on Wedthe originator does not seem to know it,
nesday, remaining until after the fireand ia destined to hurt the Democratic works
display which was said to be fine.
we
believe.
cause,
Ezra H. Stetson of South Weymouth,
There is not space in the Democrat to
Mass., John Stetson of Massachusetts,
giv· the documents in the case in full, and J. Walter Stetson of Aubnrn have
and the matter will be briefly stated as it been on a visit to the old homestead near
It
appears from what haa developed.
East Sumner, and from thence went on a
seems that some weeks since, at Canton,
trip to the Rangeley lakes.
in the presence of several men, Mr. SwaMrs. C. B. Heald, Agnes M. Heald and
sey, in talking of a proposed cut-down daughter Norma are on a visit to W. J.
mill
at
Knmford,
the
Oxford
in wages at
Heald'» camps at South Rangeley. Mrs.
made the statement that if what the Mertie
Palmer, wife of Postmaster
was
mill
said
of
the
Oxford
managers
Palmer, is also one of the party. Heald's
true, they were paying larger wages than
camps are in good demand as in fact are
they could afford, as the mill has never all camps and hotel accommodations at
paid a dividend. There was some fur- the Rangeleya.
ther conversation, in which Mr. Swasey
Denmark.
argued that the laboring man was much
better off than he was years ago.
Mr. El wood Pendexter and lady of
The next move in the game was the
Boston, Mass., are visiting with his
sending to Canton, in the interest of mother, Mrs. C. O. Pendexter, for m
Democracy, of State Detective Fred L. short time.'
Odlin, who, under the guise of a canvassThe ladies of the Congregational
er, had a talk with some of those who church held a social and circle in Odd
had participated in the conversation with Fellows'
Hall, Wednesday evening, which
Mr. Swasey. Mr. Odlin then wrote out was
attended; baked bean suplargely
what
Mr.
affidavits regarding
Swasey
per was served. Thev will hold another
of
one
them
the
but
men,
although
•aid,
Wednesday evening, 26th; ice cream and
was a Democrat, refused to sign them.
cake will be served.
The statement was then published, on
Mr. Charles Pingree and Augustus
Mr. Odlin'· authority, that these two
Colby were in Portland Saturday, 15th.
men had told him that Mr. Swasey said
Mrs. Oral Gifford, daughter of Mr. and
the laboring classes are getting larger Mrs. James
Heald, is at home for a short
to.
wages than they ought
vacation.
Mr. Swaaey promptly denied the stateMr. and Mrs. Willis Sanborn are visitment, saying that he aaid nothing about
ing at the old home for a few days.
the laboring classe·, and an affidavit from
one of the men interviewed by Mr. Odlin
Wilson's Mills.
was published, which told what Mr. SwaMr. Stearns and Mr. Timberlake of
sey did say and that he said nothing
about the laboring claaaes. The other Lancaster were in town a few days.
A quilting bee and dance was held at
man interviewed substantiate· the stateAbont $14 was
the hall Friday night
ment though he make· no affidavit.
This, it would seem, ought to dispose taken.
Mr. Alden Farnum went to Colebrook
of the matter, but the attitude of the
Democratic paper· which had published Saturday.
Alicia Traverse has been visiting Millie
Mr. Odlin'· statement ia somewhat peculiar. One of them ignores the statements Storev the past week.
J. Wilson has been baying for EdC.
of Mr. Swaaey and the men with whom
be wu in conversation, while another, gar Bennett.
A. O. Wilson is cutting the hay on the
though it publishes the denials, declare* C. T. Fox
place.
that Mr. Odlin i· the man best qualified
Mrs. C. T. Fox went to the lower town
to know what Mr. Swasey did say, and
visit
her
mother Saturday.
to
calmly assume· in its editorial· that Mr.. Our meat
man, D. W. Annis, had the
Swaaey did say what was first alleged.
But nobody except the Democratic misfortune to have bis horses frightened
him ont and hurting him badly.
Waterville Sentinel and it· cause will be throwing
Injured by the affair.
Old Home Week is not entirely a back
number in Maine. Wintbrop observed
tit· occasion last week with a very successful general celebration, opening on

Sunday with the centennial of the
Sunday School established in Maine.

first
But
it I· Old Home Week pretty much all the
time for several months every «am mer,
and to a less extent for the rest of the
year, although the observance of it la informal and without noise.
It take· the edge off the humor of that
Watervile promise to Bryan that Maine
would go Democratic by 10,000, to have
U explained that what wu meant was
that the Republican majority wonld not 1
be over 10,000.

Tbo report prevalent at Cornisb and
Kezir Falls last week of our decease,
was, we believe, incorrect, at least greatly

exaggerated.
Llewellyn A.
burg Tuesday.

Wadewortb went to Frye-

On Saturday, Mr. Walter M. Spring,
while driving a two-horse load of gravel
on the new state road was thrown off by
the breaking of his seat; having a crippled hip he failed to escape, and .was
lamed by the wheals passing over bis
ankles. His limbs aettled into the loose
earth, so that no bones were broken,
Mr. Guy £. Hibbard sawed his hand
recently by a circular saw at Smith's
Mills at Sebago Lake. Oue finger has
been amputated. It is understood that
the company pays his expenses, and the
fellow workmen gave him a purse of

exceedingly glad of the procpeot
of a job on » referee cMe, for the reason
that it is said to be a good paying job.
So I shall expect a generous pleoe of
custard pie for my aervloea, at least.
West Paris seems to be on the fence,
and don't know which way to jump. In
fact she don't appear inolined to jump
either way. Now, West Paris, take my
advice, descend to the ground and stay
with your father and mother. In my
opinion, these old fellows are hankering
for some one to warm their hash, and
you may Ret a better job before leap
last quesyear is out. In answer to the
tion, I will say no. I do not consider it
to
proper for a maiden of uncertain age
But
go to any auch places unattended.
if you will not take my advloe and are
bound to be venturesome, go well armed
and advance with caution.
Will Child has bought a stand at West
Peru, where he will move the first of
1 am

September.
Quite a delegation, Including Mildred

and Maurice Tracy, attended the celebration at Canton Wednesday.
W. S. Farrar and wife of Sumner visited Mrs. Farrar's brother, Charles Andrew*), last Sunday.
A game warden from Woodstock was
here last Tuesday, looking after our
closed brooks. Some parties have been
inclined to fish illegally. Here is hoping
they are soon to pay for their fun.
A terrific thunder shower passed over
this town Tuesday afternoon.
0. A. Bisbee and family of Dixfield visited his sister, Mre. Ida Putnam, this

George S. Smith of Winthrop is cutting
the grass on his farm here.
There was a meeting of the stockholders of the Pleasant Valley Telephone Co.
at the school house last Monday night.
Gerald Tracy is laid up with a sore
and painful foot, having stepped on a
rusty nail which penetrated his foot too
deep fur comfort.
Hebron.

Prof. Newton conducted the church

services last Sunday.
Mr. C. H. George attended his 15th reunion at Waterville this week.
Mr. I. R. Gumey and daughter of Natick. Mans., are at C. H. George's.
The International Sunshine Society
Candy
met at Gertie George's Friday.
A delightful
and peanuts wore served.
The next meeting
time was reported.
ha* not been assigned.
Mies Ida Peables of Auburn has been
visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hibbs and little
daughter Madeline are at Alton Hibbs'.
Miss Annie Hobbs of Lynn, Mass, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles Cum-

mings.

Miss Cole of Boston is at H. L. Whit-

ney's.

Mrs. Young and little boy, who have
been stopping at Mr. Whitney's, return•»d to Boston this week.
Frank Jewell'B family are home after
-teveral weeks' absence.
Mr. and Mrs. II. T. Glover have a
young son, born Saturday evening.
Mrs. Andrew J. Smith died quite suddenly Wednesday morning after two
«lays' illness. Mrs. Smith was a daughter of the late Mr. Samuel Tubbs of
Paris (No 4 Hill) but had lived in Hebron

many years.
Mr. H. T. Glover, who bought the
home buildings of the late Mrs. Cordelia
Everett, has exchanged with Mr. Albert
Conant. Mr. Conant is moving and we
understand that Prof. Newton will move
into the Conant house.
The Maple Ridge Cemetery Associa•
ion gave an entertainment and sale in
Hebron Grange Hall Wednesday evening.
Tbe entertainment consisted of a mock
graduation and was greatly enjoyed by
all present. $2i) 90 was cleared.
North Paris.
West Paris Grange will hold their annual picnic at W. G Hammond's grove
A cordial
near Trap Corner, Aug. 20.
invitation is extended to all patrons and
their friends.
Mrs. Ida Brown and children have
gone to Marion, Mass., where she has a

good position.

Miss Alice Welcomb is as comfortable
as could be expected with typhoid fever.
Fourteen pereone in" all are at the
Graves cottage and are having a grand
good time.
Mrs. Hanson of Mechanic Palls, and
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Tlollia and grandeon of Cbeeterville are visiting at A. T.
flollis'.
Λ socialist spoke at North Paris Friday

night.

Mrs. E. G. Small, son and family, Mr.
and Mrs. D. D. Small and three children,
spent Thursday, Aug. 13, at Ε. E. Field's.
Nfrs. E. 6. Small will visit there a few

days.

Mrs. Maud Westcott went to Portland
August 13th to be gone a few days.
Mrs. C. A. Churchill is sick with neu-

ralgia.

Miss Ora E.
Locke's Mills.

Field is at home from

West Sumner.

Henry A. Abbott and wife of New
Hampshire are in town. Mr. Abbott is
at present visiting hie mother, Mrs. K.
P. .Bowker, and Mrs. Abbott is with her
Hev.

sister, Mrs. Ada Heald.

Mrs. Eleanor G. Small is visiting at E.
Ε Field's at North Paris.
While blackberrying Wednesday, Mrs.
Florinda Farrar had the misfortune to
«lip and sprain her ankle very badly,
[t was so badly swollen before the phy$26.
Hon. Obadiah Gardner addressed the sician arrived he could not ascertain
whether any bones were broken or not.
citizens Tuesday evening.
Mr. Walter Graffam has removed to As Mrs. Farrar lives alone, she was carried to the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Smith's Mills.
Mrs. Cora B. Sargent has bought the A. G. Chandler, where she is being cared
for. Dr. Atwood is in attendance.
Gruffam bouse of Hon. Almnn Young.
Mr. and Mrs. I. O. Swift and daughter
Jesse S. Clemons has removed to the
Fred R. Bean stand recently bought by went to Harrison Wednesday to visit Mr.
Swift's
uncle, Mr. Henry Packard.
him.
Miss Julia P. Morton of South Paris is
North Stonehara.
visiting Mrs. Villa West.
Miss Jennie Bradbury is taking Miss
Leta McKeen and Jack Bowers from
place in the telephone office.
Hyde Park, Mass., and Horace and Ollie Bradford's
Kamsdell fjom Saugus, Mass., are visit- Miss Davis iloiehed work there Thursday.
iDg at H. B. McKeen's.
Frank McAllister, wife and children, of
Gertie Sloan of Albany is at work for
Livermoro Falls, are visiting Mr. McAllisMrs. Lyman Hilton.
Earl McAllister has been haying for ter's mother, Isabel McAllister.
Will Mason and wife of Paris visited at
Mell Allen of North Lovell.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lawrence are at Frank Young's Thursday.

work at R. M. McKeen's this summer.
Arthur Stone and family from Massaachusette have come to their cottage on
Rattlesnake Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin from Massachusetts have been boarding at William Adams'.
In Stoneham, Aug. 5th, infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Adams, aged 1 month,
11 days.
Payson McAllister and Dot Ethridge
from Norway called on friends here Sun-

day.

Mr. and Mrs. Loren McKeen of East
Stoneham visited their son, H. B. McKeen, Saturday and Sunday.
Thankful Adams of Albany is visiting
her cousin, Mertie Adams.
Alton McAllister has gone to Norway
to stay a while with his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Austin McAllister.
Fred Warren, who is at mork for Wm.
Gammon, had a severe attack of appendicitis Wednesday.

Brownfleld.

Quite a heavy shower Tuesday

noon.

after-

Farmers are busy getting meadow hay.
The late rains have done a great deal
of good in the way of small fruit. Blackberries are very plenty, selling at five
cents per quart. Plenty of blueberries
at 10
quart.
The prospect In this vicinity for aplooks
rather
ples
discouraging.
Dr. and Mrs. Fitch are on the sick list,
also J. L. Frink.
There are quite a number of strangers
in the village.
Miss Vina Lane is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. V. Lane, of this village.
Mrs. Andrew Blake, who has been
Albany.
Mr*. Nellie Inman passed away laat operated on for appendicitis, has returned
from Portland to her home.
week after a long and painful illness.
Carter G rover, who has been sick a
East Brownfleld.
long time, suffered a paralytic shock Aug.
10th and is very low at this writing and
The new building which is registered
a
to
live
bnt
short
time.
as automobile repair shop
very
is rapidly
expected
L. P. Burn bam of Lyncbville is very nearing completion.
ill of heart trouble and is not expected
The W. C. T. U. held its regular meetto live from one day to another.
ing at Mrs. Julia Bean's last friday afterWallace Cummings was in Lewiston noon. After the usual business, a social

centsjper

Hon. John P. Swuiv of Canton and
Hon. William B. Skelton of Lewlaton
will speak at a Republican meeting here
Wednesday evening. This will be Mr.
only date here. Everybody i§

M»r«Mjl

Swasey's

respected

there—generally speaking,
provided they are not

ami

These
our
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stock,
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Mi-o-na.

cure
Get a 50-cent
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Early

before the Assortment is Broken.

Opera

House

Here'»

A New Fruit Jar.

»THE ECONOMY JARS,"

get

No
rubber ring to fail and spoil the
fruit.

AND

EASY TO SEAL.
EASY TO OPEN.
PINTS

HALF

Any

No old stock but

now

lines of men's
uruvvna
fine suifs in the new browns
and fancy mixed grays.

Formerly $15.

$7.50

next
ofi'ering includes
of suits.
many difierent lines
in
er:t\s.
er:t\s,
Choice patternss

«10

$8

00

are

ular $10 values
for

Suits that

$6.00

sold for

are now

now

Blouses ?:,rof

una*
ouiing suits,

One lot

only.

ΦίΛ

Boys'.
_mm_All

*7.50

Reg-

tans, etc.

and
of gray
that sold for Φ/\

and

blouf?
blouses

arc

our

50C

now

ONE PRICE

Any

The remains of the latTsamuel Norris,
the
74, were found in the
1 arm oi Edwin Beckwlth, in Washburn,
was
subI iunday night. The deceased
j ect to flu of mental derangement and1 it
ι ured

nothing

unshapely

in

an

for

i β thought that he wandered into the
roods and died of exhaustion.

will look well.
women

FOR SORE FBET.
"I buve fi und Bucklen's Arnica Salve
· ο be the jfroper thing to use for sore
1 eet, as well.a. for heallng
-1αηιΙ «11 m|D116r
OI âDrMlOD·,
<
ι iritis Mr. W.Stone, of East Poland,
1 laine. It i· the proper thing too for
| .lie·
Try it! 8old under guarantee at
S ihurtlefl's drug «tore. 25o.

QUALITY"
reason

burn^sore.,

bring

"QUEEN

a

pair.

_

Plummer,

Clothier and

11 Market

Square,

Furnisher,
South Paria, Me.

sample

copy.

investment if you use a horse. I am selling
75 cents and if you only use it a few times
good
it will more than pay for itself. I have a large assort7s

a

a

J. P.

you a free

A FLY NET!

Shoes for this

alone.

$2.50 and $4

(

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Parie, Maine.
NEW
Your name and address on a postal card to THE
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,

A million

wear

now

Papers Ons Year lor $2.25.

PAPER.

But if a woman's
shoes look well, he·" feet

shoe.

;Sc

••/Se
$1.00

TRI-WEEKLV

Queen Quality NEWScounts

..

and contains all the most important newt of
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
not
If you live in the village or on a farm an«l have
touch
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept iu close
cost.
with all important news of the world at a very small
The regular price of THE NEW YORK
with
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, buty ou can secure it
Democrat,
your own faTorite local newspaper, The Oxford

DAILY

A t-andsome foot

..19c

a*e now..

food

A

m^lcine
their^ork

25c hats

50c hats are now..
$1.00 hats are now

is a

AS

The··
without making a fuss aboutit.
jainless purifier· sold at F. A. Shurtleff
store.
25c.
fc Co.'s drug

straw hat at cost.

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almont
Carrie!
as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery
rings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays an<l Knilay*.
The Dai.y

GOOD

s Newlb\T
Life
King 8»^

; ν

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

AS

SHE LIKES GOOD THINGS.
Chas E. Smith of West Frank·

yoS

Straw Hats.

'?c'3 for 5°c'
25c.

$1.50 hats are

ALMOST

In a thunder ehower at Madison Tueslav afternoon, Joseph Deliile, Jr., about
18 vears of age, was killed by lightning
while on a load of grain. The graln was
jurned and the young tnan'sbody with
t
His father, Joseph Delllle, Sr., who
ras loading the grain, and another mao
One of the
were stunned but recovered.
>xen attached to the cart was killed, but
;he other was not injured.

ι

Hart SchaH'ncr 6ί M if χ

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

ΐτρΐω

Pari·, Main·, Aug. 16,190Θ.

Copyright

CLOTHIER,

p^

IIb. asd Mas. Fbid B. Yobk.

«3.50

are now

rherefs

1

sizes
small αίΛνο

Lilian

Η. B. FOSTER,

is so
to say a
word in Its favor, for the beneflt of those
such
afflictions,
seeking relief from
more health for the digestive
ΐη * bottle ot E.ec.rlc BU»,,
ban In any other remedy I know of.
Sold under guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff
fc Co.'s drug store. 50c.

connection with the illnes·
ι nd death of our brother, Charles G.

$12

now

Our

lines

Several
tan suits

new

Many difierent

$14

&

$i8

suits

of these

EXCELLENT HEALTH ADVICE.
Mrs M M. Davison, of No. 379 Gifford
Ave., San Jose, Cal., says: "The worth
Electric Bitters as a general family
remedy, for headache, biliousness and

ympathy in

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

Our $t2 line this season conof tans,
tains a choice variety υ
cans,
browns and
gra)s.

27?

«

SQUARE,

as MARKET

remedy

mark down sale of Men's Summer Suits

a

values for

PeJ?°®ra*

Card of Thanks.
We wish to express ourflincere thank·
t ο all who have given us MslsUnoe and

"fc>y

N. Dayton Bolster & Go,

box from F. A.

H ^rt, Scha finer
Marx. Regular

As has been stated in the
twice before, the field day of Oxford
Pomona Orange will be held on Thursat Central Park, South
,Uv Aug.
Paris. Bring baskets and drinking cups.

adopted
-ills as our famlly laxative
| jecause
they are good and do

per dozen.
per dozen.

$1.15
GALLONS.$1.40

For Sale

Several lines of the new brown
iiiuiic
uy
by
suite, most of thrm made

with'Sou

(

$1.00 per dozen.

QUARTS

bargains we are oilering.
goods this season.

father*

"I
Λ.1». .»£: Dr.
md have

Sure Seal.

Wide Mouth.

Every one
which will put money in your pocket
in need of a suit should take advantage of the many

J1*'1"

j

Block, Norway, Maine

Tolopliono X18-8

ICI TIME al FOSTER'S

_

M pa

We want to reduce

every way.

———————————ρ

—

Shurtleff & Co. with their guarantee to
refund the money unless the
does all that is claimed for it.

right in
prices.

and

goods

00.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.,

thing to strengthen the
indigestion by using

It is an easy

new

offer them at these

Come

A good digestive system, one that acts
that you do not know that you have
a stomach, is God's birthright to every
man—to every woman.
If digestion is weak, if food turns into
if you are
gas, if you suffer after eating,
sleepless, nervous and out of sorts—then
the stomach is diseased and prompt
action should be taken.
W. A. Ennis, a well-known builder in
Syracuse, tells an easy way to strengthen the stomach and get well when he
writes: "Mi-o-na Stomach Tablets have
done more for me in one week than all
the doctors the two years I was under
their care. Thanks to Mi-o-na, I can
work once more, the first time in over a

stomach and

all

are
so

grade

Sale began WEDNESDAY, AUG. 12, and
will continue till goods are all sold.

so

year."

$2.50

PLEASE DO NOT ASK FOR CREDIT.

GET WELL.

^η£η, Rjimford

and

These Goods Will be Sold for CASH.

HOW IS YOUR STOMACH?
TO

for

pr. Ladies' Sorosis, Oxfords, Gun Metal, $4.00 grade for $3
24 pr. Ladies' Russia Calf, 3 eyelet ties, $3.00 grade for $2.50.
18 pr. Ladies' Brown Vici Oxfords, $2 50 grade for $2.00.
50 pr. Ladies' Brown Vici Oxfords, $3.00 grade for $2.50.
20 pr. Ladies' Russia Calf Oxfords, $2.50 grade for $2 oj.
20 pr. Ladies' Russia Calf, 2 eyelet ties, $2.50 grade for $2.00.

way Magazine

WAY

$3.00.
$3 50 grade for $3.50,

00.

36

that Is. and
In a hurry.
Taste Is very mercantile, besides being
unbecoming.—Kdgar Saltus in Broad-

EASY

grade

for $2.00.

must

choose where they want to go

*dRev.

$3.50.
pr. Men's Russia Calf, $4.00 grade
pr. Men's Russia Calf and Brown Vici, $3.50 grad* for $3
pr. Men's Russia Calf, $3.00 grade for $3.50.
pr. Men's Pat. Buckle, $3.50
Also small lots of $3.00 and

is

Hav· Treasure, Temperament and Tact.
To enter paradise you bad to be
good and you had to be dead. To
euter society you do not have to be
either. On the contrary, though what
3011 do have to lie is harder to tell
Hut certain
than it is to get there.
requisites may be mentioned. These
arc treasure, temperament and tact
Treasure, which is the basis of all
ecrufupdousuess. speaks for Itself
Temperament is more complex. Tempera m cut Is the art of holding your
own on the subject of nothing at nil
with experts who have devoted their
lives to the subject. That Is clearly
abnormal. Tact, while less unnatural,
is more abstruse. Tact is the ability
to put your vibrations into harmony
Aswith those of others about yon.
pirants may be rich, righteous and
ready, yet if they lack that ability,
whatever their efforts, they are nowhere. If tliey possess It, then, though
they be nobodies, they have oul.v to

tbTbe

Dr. C. A. Stephens went to Boston the day.
Mr. Woodsum,- above mentioned, in12th for a few days' stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Voorhees will return to formed me that Mr. Page conversed
Massachusetts in a few days from the with his daughter, the former widow
Howe, now living at Mechanic Falls, over
"Lake Shore."
Asa Frost and wife were called to the telephone and oojy about 30 minutes
Sabattus the 11th on account of the ill- before committing the act; but said
nothing to indicate insanity.
ness of their daughter.
There Is still a crew at work on the
boor was enjoyed by about twenty memrecently.
Mrs. Irving Frost of Norway called on
foundation of the enlargement of the
Roger Sloan caught two floe trout one bers and visitors. Miss Gordon's cate- friends here the 4th.
not to
day last week, one measured 10 inches, chism waa used and much pleasure was
Mr*. F. E. Pottle and daughter lohool house at Locke's Mills, but
the other 9 1-2 Inches.
rebuild it as stated by Bryant's Pond by
derived from it
Mrs. Stickney gave Mildred went to Auburn, Aug. 8th.
will
Rather poor hay weather.
mistake
last
week.
The
structure
several word puzzle· which were very
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Pride and daught>e twice its present size, as before
W. A. Bragg was in town last week.
interesting. Refreshments were served. ter were in Portland recently.
Blackberries are getting ripened and
Mrs. Zilpba Colby came home last
Irving Bean of Anbarn was at James. mentioned, and enlarged for a graded
11 Mbool.
are quite plentiful.
week from the Mslas General Hospital. Crockett'· the Oth,

12

TO ENTER "SOCIETY."

d°WeetParis

prompted

20

amazing dream.—Judge.

You

:

for

ai

your expecting to"—
"Come to my arms!" exclaimed the
American father and tried to fall upon
the neck of the delighted count
But he awoke on the floor, having
tumbled from his bed as α finish to his

«^

am

AS FOLLOWS

I simply love
"No. sare; nosslng.
and
your daughter and she loves me,
Is not zat
we wish to be married.
enough? Is it not enough to ask you
to give me your daughter wizzout

to^β,ι(*

the liver and bowels
Γρο/όί
nounced that I

Men's and Women's Oxfords

Out with it!"

me.

B?c g.W

578.

OF

you expect?'
"Nossiug, sare."
"What! How much will I have to
pay for your poker debts?"
"Nossing. sare. I do not gamble."
"How much will I have to pay to
rebuild your castle?"
"Nossiug. sare. It Is in fine repair."
''But there must be some expense for

Thu™d"£

^Mrs*

Mark Down Sale

greeted the rouut who was u suitor for
her haud with dignified frigidity.
"Sure." said the count, "your daughter has done uie ze houuaire of consenting to be my wife. I am called
to complete ze negotiations."
"All right," wearily said the father,
"flow much of a cash settlement do

invited.

Pitted

,DMr.

SPECIAL

The 8ingular Nobleman Who Wanted
an American Heir···.
The American father of the heiress

Rev. F. M. Lamb ha« moved hia household goods into the parsonage and is
making preparations to occupy it per·,
manently after Sept. 1..
H. H. Hall of New York Is spending
his vacation at Saints' Rest, with his
mother and sister.
Manager Nulty of the Portland Packing Go. is making repairs at the company's shop in anticipation of the cloning season. The outlook is good for a
large pack this year.
Mrs. Bert Allen of Auburn has been
The happy bridal couple took the tral
weeks
three
for
a
on Monday morning
spending several days with her parents
here.
trip to Boston and vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Long have been at
The body of Mrs. Lydla A. Back of
Berlin, Ν. H., was brought here for Hotel Look the past week.
James DeCoeter of Mechanic Falls
burial In our cemetery last
afternoon, the relatives who accompanied was In town Wednesday.
A large delegation from here attended
It being her son-.ln-law, Mr. G. P. Bick
ford and son, Perclval, and Judge A. R. the St. Rocco celebration at Canton
Evans. Mrs. Buck was «former resldeut Wednesday and four of our citizens were
here and was the only daughter of Mr. relieved of their spare change by some
Cyrus H. Howe and Mrs. ArdeltaCoburn expert members of the light-fingered
Bert Parsons lost a small
Howe. Mr. and Mrs. Howe came here fraternity.
to live about 1863 and built the present amount of cash besides two checks for a
Maple House which for many jeariw" considerable amount. Henry Parsons
used as a store. While living We Mii. and C. M. Irish each lost about five dolBuck was married and went to G°rb.a™' lars and Chester Bucknam has not reN. Hi, to live, and after residing here ported the amount of his loss.
Earl Harlow, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilabout 12 years her parents also went to
Goi ham where they remained until their liam Harlow, died at the home of his
Mrs. Buck had a number of parente Wednesday, Aug. 12, of tuberdeath.
culuaia. Mr. Harlow has been ill for a
relatives here including her
Jesse C. Howe, and C. H. Lane, Eeq.. long time. The funeral was held at the
and family. Rev. Isabella b. Mac·duff Orange Hall at North Buckfield, Rev.
at
was called from Claremont, Ν. H., to Mr. Taylor officiating. Interment was
the village cemetery. Mr. Harlow waa
attend the funeral, a serv ce
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Q·
twenty-one years old.
F. H. At wood of Rum ford Falla was
Bickford, at Berlin, and after arrival
the
in town Tuesday.
at
here there was another service
Evening Star Lodge, F. <& A. M., workUniversallst church. There were ma y
Rev. Miss Macduff ed the E. A. degree on one candidate at
beautiful flowers.
their regular meeting Monday night.
became acquainted with M"·
the
Walter Ricker and family and Mr. and
at Tufts Divinity School and so tne
Mrs. A. F. Warren drove to Mr. Ricker's
relatives especially desired her
the services as Mrs. Buck attended the home in Sabattus, Tuesday for a short
church at Berlin during Misa Macduff" visit. Ex-barber W. II. Conant worked
former pastorate there. Mrs. Buck lias for Mr. Ricker during his absence.
The body of Miner Farrar of Boston
been in frail health for some «me but
was taken seriously ill early last May was brought here for burial Saturday.
since which she has been gradually fail- Mr. Farrar was a son of the late Loring
Farrar, and a brother of Mrs. Chas.
Vernal W. Bates and wife and two Gray of this town.
Contractor Cole of West Paria comMrs.
maids from New Haven, Conn.,
menced work Tuesday on a cement HideBates' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Π
\1banv Ν. Y., arrived in town the first walk extending from above the railroad
of last week. They went to Camp Non- crossing on High Street to the residence
This is the first strip of
tana at Little Concord Pond to remain of Alfred Cole.
through the rest of the month and were a system of permanent walks to be put
accompanied by L. C. Bates and Theo- in by the town.
Hon. John D. Long and wife arrived
Grange added quite a little here Friday night from Hingbam, Mass.,
sum to their treasury by tbe supper and for a three weeks' stay at the Long
social at their hall a week ago Saturday. home on North Hill.
Misses Marthaand Sally Warren returnWe understand that Augustus S. Dunham intends to fit up a shop for the ed to their home in Westbrook, Me.,
Friday after several weeks' visit with
shoemaker's trade.
Mr. Irving Penley, who is at his fa relatives in town.
Rev. A. W. Pottle spent Saturday and
ther's, E. W. Penley's, very ill with tyat
phoid fever, is somewhat improved at Sunday as the guest of R. C. ThomesreOid Orchard. Mr. Thomes plans to
I
Baptist Society had a picnic last turn the last of the month.
A. F. Warren and S. E. Conant atWednesday at Briggs' grove at Trap toruer
The day was much enjoyed and all tended the reunion of the 23d regiment
wore given a treat of bananas and lemon- at Bryant's Pond Saturday.
Mr. Harry Prince and family of MadiL. W. Raymond of East Dixfleld son are guests of Mr. Prince'a father, C.
is expected to preach at the IU\ I.t H. Prince.
The Misses Skiiiings of Auburn were
church the last two Sundays in August.
Rev. and Mrs. D. R Ford are attend- the guests of Miss Amy Shaw over Suning the Methodist camp meeting at l o- day.
land and for a Sunday or two there will
East Bethel.
Dot be any morning preaching service at
Miss Amy Bartlett has returned from
the Methodist church.
Miss Jennie L. «radbury returned a visit to friends at Rumford Falls.
Mr. John Howe visited friends at
from Locke's Mills the middle of the
week and went to West Sumner to work South Paris last week.
Miss Fannie Holt is visiting relatives
for a week or two as central telephone
girl while Miss Bradford has a^cation. at Berlin, Ν. Π.
Mr. R. C. Clark and family have reMrs. W. U. Lurvey went last Wednesday on a several days' carriage drive with turned to their home in Saugus, Mass.
Miss Clara Sampson of Roxbury, Mass.,
Mr. Lurvey, through
Mrs. A. D. Swift ha«i is visiting her friend, Mrs. Wm. Holt, at
and vicinity.
charge of the central telephone office her father's, Mr. J. W. Bean's.
Miss Elsie Bartlett of Lowell, Mass.,
during her absence.
her
Mrs II. D. Fifleld has been on the sick is spending her vacation with
list for a week or more with a nervous parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Bartlett.
A ball game played by tbe Locke's
of our familles, Dr. Κ. Π. Mills and East Bethel team here last
Packard, Mr. Ernest Curtis and Thomas Saturday resulted in a score of 10 to 5 in
A. Ratcliffe, a daughter was born within favor of East Bethel. A social dance
twenty-four hours of each other. Where was enjoyed in the evening by a good
crowd of younp people.
Joseph Embry and three
west duckiiciu.
home
of Philadelphia, Pa.,
Mrs. Mary Newton^of Andover is the
after visiting at David L·
Thursday
_1..
—',A"e
guest of R. C. Lowe.
Mre. Isaac Turner went to Auburn SatAdvertised letters in West Paris post
urday. Her sister, Miss Mae Farrar, and
office, Aug. 15:
Paul Turner returned with her.
Mrs Κ R. Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Cummings visited
E«1le Cummlngs.
Monsieur M. Cezsluu.
at South Paris last week.
J. A. Jacques.
Miss Ethel Pearson went to Mexico
Misa Emma McDonald.
last week on a visit.
Mrs. Nettey E. Maron.
M re. C. J. tUrlunlson.
Harry Lowe is in town again. He is
Mr». Hattle Roeebrook.
boarding at Bradbury's.
Mrs. J. Telller.
Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlain and James
M. S. Davis has been laid off from
Ualcli returned to Berlin Sunday.
work for a week with an attack of
Kenneth Waldron of South
rheumatism.
at 0. D. Warren's and Mrs. Melissa Winslow's Saturday and Sunday.
Bryant's Pond.
Miss Ella Briggs of Norway was at S.
Hon. D. W. Berry and wife of Carth- E. Briggs' Sunday.
age were guests last week of George L.
Wedding Reception.
Cushm an.
I)r. Mead and sister of Providence, R.
Dknmark, Maink, Aug. 12, 1908.
Sumner H. Smith and Miss EthelI M.
I., are enjoying a vacation here, staying
with Mrs. Amanda Sheran.
Boyd of this place were married in Conafshower
wav Ν Η., July 28th, and enjoyed their
Tuesday
During the heavy
ternoon lightning struck the corn shop, honeymoon at Old Orchard. Upon their
coming through one window and going return to their home here a grand reout of another on the opposite side of cention was given them at the home oi
Mr. C. B. Smith. There were
the
the building. No damage wait done.
At the annual meeting of the Maine present about 125 neighbors and friends
State Rifle Association held at Auburn and a very enjoyable evening was passed.
Wednesday the Bryant's Pond team Ice cream and cake were served to all.
after which in an appropriate speech by
made the following score:
Mr. A. W. Belcher, which was responded
8 9 5 7 5 7 5 β 3 5—02
Currier,
to
bv the happy couple, they were pre3 0 8 7 4 5 5 2 5 3—4.1
Billings
945329370 0-32
Arkett,
beautiful Md coitly
8-58
9 10 0850444
Mann,
Uonlon........... 237089494 3—53 presents, consisting pf silverware, glass...10 665557 10 4 8—00 ware, table linen, towels and napkins,
Itowker,
7756 10 8557 9-6<t envelopes containing money, and many
Titus
000422 2 33 2-li
Ueath
other useful articles too numerous to
Mean
4 2 3433 187 7—41
At a late hour the neighbors
045735774 5—50 mention.
Cumminge
and friends returned to their homes with
522
Grand total,...".
many wishes for the happiness and prosAuburn won in a score of 011, Liver- perity of the newly married couple.
score
of
more Fails being second, with a
Pomona Orange Field Dey.

Mrs. Gertrude Farnum, wife of Lewis
Farnum, died at her home in North
Woodstock, Aug. 14th. She' was the
daughter of Freeman Stevens of Milton
Plantation.
Hon. John P. Swasey of Canton, Republican candidate for Representative to
East Waterford.
Congress, and Hon. William B. Skelton
Harold Bradley and Lynne Green of of Lewiston will
speak here Tuesday
Hartlond are guests of their aunt, Mrs.
Everyevening of this week, Aug. 18.
G. A. Miller.
body is invited and there will undoubtedMrs. Kate Williams has gone to Stone·
be a good turn-out.
ly
ham to keep house for Maurice Bicknell.
Mrs. B. G. Mclntire and children are
Oreenwood.
spending a fortnight at Pine Lodge.
The widow Cobb of Portland is again
Alton Ames has returned home and is
working in Clark's mill at Bolster's stopping for a while with Mrs. A. S.
Brooks. She reports her health much
Mills.
Mrs. Hattie Merrill is at South Water- improved aince her last visit one year
ford, keeping bouse for A. S. Hapgood. ago.
Miss Mary E. Brooks was at home on
Iva and George Merrill of South Paris
are
visiting their aunt, Mrs. H. B. a short visit and returned to her placo of
employment with Mrs. Granville Felt of
Doughty.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Swasey of Port- Woodstock Sunday.
We bad the good fortune, recently, to
land are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. ClayThe young men were interview Bert Woodsum and wife of
ton Mclntire.
Mechanic Falls, while on their way to
classmates at Bridgton Academy.
Misses Jones and McLaughlin, nurses visit a brother and other relatives at
from Lewiston, have been spending a Locke's Mills. We called on these peoweek with Helen Sanderson.
ple four years ago, during the Hebron
H. 0. Rolfe, J. E., L. E. and B. G. centennial, and then their kids numMclntire took in the Democratic rallies bered four; now they have added one
at Andover and Rumford Falls.
They more to the flock, all of whom they had
with them.
made the trip in Mr. Rolfe's auto.
Our sohool commenced last Monday,
Helen Sanderson had a picnic party on
the shore of McWain Pond Tuesday. taught by Miss Sadie Davis. This is her
second term here and she is quite popular
There were 17 present.
with the children. Mr. Green getting
Lake.
burned out and leaving the place makes
Norway
the
school smaller by Ave.
Wallace J ones and wife of Waterford
It is claimed that the thunder shower
were at A. D. Kilgore's the 11th and
Mildred Pottle went home with them for of last Tuesday afternoon was a record
a short stay.
breaker; and that more rain fell in one
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Gammon visit- hour than has before In the same length
of time since the flood. The hail rattled
ed at David Flood's recently.
Dr. Annette Bennett is a guest of Miss and the wind blew so as to prostrate the
corn in some fields, thus mining it ex·
Addie Shattuck this week.
Mrs. Charles Whitney has so far re- cept for the silo. But little damage has
covered from her recent illness that she been reported as yet by lightning.
Had John A. Page of West Minot deis able to ride out.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Flint are re- ferred his suicide until tomorrow, Aug.
14, it would have been on his 78th birthon the birth of a little son.

joicing

A GREAT SURPRISE.

BockfMd.

Wwt Parte·
A quiet bat pretty wedding wm
s
solemnised at Mr. Charles 8.
on High Street on Sunday morning the
9th, at 9 o'clock in the morning when
tbeir youngest daughter, E*a Mario
was married to Mr. Daniel Osgood Hill
Γ» Vnrwiv bf Rev. D. R. Ford of the
The parlor was
Methodist ohnroh.
tastefully decorated with ferns,
niants and cut flowers In white, and the
bride wow a gown of white muslin and
a bonquet of red carnations Thedonble

good

net for

65
$1.35.

ment made of cloth from

cord

I

net*

75 cents to

$1.50. String or
Leather nets, $1.50 to $*·

cents to

JAMES N. FAVOR,

Sba8Re80sfstthoereuck"
y, Maine.

The ®rford

democrat

:
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office.

HAND TKVNK

«AILWAT.

Commencing June 21,190S.
TRAIS* LKAVP «OCTH F A RIS
!o«*o eaet)—» M A. M., "la'lv ; 9:30 A. M.
Sun. lay; 4 12p.m.. '.ally, TX a
.K
y m., Sun<lav only.
-9 50 A. m- 'tally ; 3 4', p. m.
Λ
^ up west
'. ■.
'lally ; 10:22 a
Hun lay; 10:15 P.
v" V f. h., Sun. lay only.

;'veie,,t

teU

CHCKCHM.

Congregational Church,

Re». A. T. Me
Pastor. Preaching service, 10:45 a. m.;
H)l 11 :·»··. A. *.; γ. P. S. C.
Evening service 7:00 ρ m.. 1 buret
meeting tfwlne*lay evening at 73·) ρ *
otherwise connected. are cordially In
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Rev T. X Kewlev, Pastor
*'m,mo.Uet Church.
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"..worth League
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meeting «>1 new la* evening 7:30; claw
ntdM ·. fnlng 7

hurch, Rev. J. Wallace Cbeebro,
sun.lav. preaching service 10:45 a
Y. P. S. C. Κ C:lft P,
iili School 12
7Λβ P.
Wednesday even
meeting
..er
All arc
Seats free.
.-ner -ervlce 7 30.
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Church, Rev J. H. Little, Pastor
-crvl. c every Sun.lay at lu 4i a. m

School
γ. P, C. t

at

Junior Inlon at 3:3«J

12*.
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Reculai
χ m.—Pari Lodge, No. ;H.
Tuée· la· venins on or before full utoon.
y.—Mount Mica Lodge. regular meet
ire.lav evening of eaen wcck.—Aurorn
ilret and thir l Monday evening*

'.mpment,

ν

K—Miiuu·.

ir ;

Ple.isan Rebekah Lodge, So.
of each
eets eeconl λ η 1 fourth Friday*
;n !n >dd Kellows' Hall.
14». meeiu
x !t_W. K. Kfenbali Poet, No.
of each
.ut thirl Saturday evening*

kfm^l^

Circle. La.lles of the ti. A.
K
dwt T.l third Saturday evenings of
••■onth. !i> Virand Arini Hall
\
loahua L. Chamberlain Camp meets
thirl Tuesday evenings of each month.
il —Paris Gran*·-, froni May 1 to Oct. 1,
i in.I ihlnl Saturday; during the
\·,.1er »t the year, tneete every Saturday, in

λ

Vet-

_

r,

'"l ./i^'.c'.-Seeon·!
s

τ

t fourth Mon

tay· of

I*.—Stony Brook I.o<lfte, No. 1S1,
econ-1 ant fourth W««lues-lay ev«nln«e
u month.
:t
r.-Haasfn Lodge. No. 31. meets every
λ'· evening at Pythian Hall.
t

.,·
y

'of

an

wa» here
rge liurnham of Portland
b'.isiuess Saturday.

<;<·■
::

;

and Philbrook speak this Monevening in New Ilall.
Miss Kuth Prient. of Maiden, Mas»., is

^w.isey
iv

est at

Charles K. Elder's for

a

week.

Mi-s Marguerite Clifford of Strong has
a
ι, the guest of Miss Sara Swett for

few .lavs.

Mr. X. J. Nicholson of Jamaica Plain
»· *ut
Sunday with his family at J. E.
March's.
Mrs. Perkins of Mexico has been the
for
I» .-st of her s>n, Henry Ζ Perkins,
the past week.

Mr. and Mrs. Wiuslow C. Thayer have
ntmtneuced housekeeping in their new
h >n»e. the Herman Fuller stand, on Hill
Street.

I .mister N. Chapman received a visit
week from his aunt. Mrs. L. Jennie
\..well. and daughter Florence, of Concord, Ν. H.
ast

L. C. liateman of the L^wiston Journal
in town last week working up an iterated article on S»)Uth Paris for the
;
mrnal MaKa/.ine.

was

S. C. Cummings of Rockville, Conn.,
of the Rockville Mi.linn ( <>.,
and Mrs. Cummings, were euests of Mr.
Bjwker, a few
< ummings' cousin, C. W
ilajs last week.

proprietor

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Whitman are
entertaining their son, Herbert L W hitschool at
man, principal of the high
and their niece, Mrs.
Ayer, Mass
Henrietta E. I.eavitt, and two daughters,
of Abington. Mass.

Shaw
The families of J. F. King,
and John McPhee went Saturday to
Bailey's Island, where they will take an
outing of ten days or more. Charles Edwards drives ou H. F. I). No. 1 during
Mr. Kintr's abseuce.

Sergt. William P. Marston of Co. D,
who is on the state rilie team, left Satthe
urday morning for Brunswick, where
teaiu will have a few da>s practice, and
for
Camp
then start on Wednesday
He
Perry, Ohio, where the national ri
shoot is to be held.

A. W. Walker, William O. Fruthingham. Fred P. Chandler. Walter L. Gray,
Wirt Stanley and Ef. G. Fletcher of this
village were members of a party of
twenty-three who were entertained at
Cinnamon, Norway, by 11. B.

Camp

Foster, Sunday.

Alexander McDonald, wife and daughat S.
ter. of Topeka, Kansas. are visiting
Mrs. Ida Packard Mc1'. Maxim's.
Donald is a great-granddaughter of the
η
ted Deacon William Barrows, the
.•■iriy patron of Hebron Academy. She
i' also a niece of the late Z. L. Packard
of Hebron.

Γ. G. Wheeler ami family, who had
been at their camp at Shagg Pond, Camp
Kverett, between three and four weeks,
Mr.
returned to South Paris Tuesday.
Wheeler hid to go to Everett, Mass.,
Thursday to attend to his duties a» superintendent of schools in that ci'y, bu>
later.
may return for a while
The firemen practiced with the P.icitic
Thursday and Friday evenings. Thursoff and
day evening, as the water was detiuite.
the prospect of more was not
the tub was taken to the river at the
•lam, but Friday evening the water was
drawn from the reservoir iu Market
The Pacific is working well.

Square.
ο

Advertised letters in South Paris post
thee August 17:
Mr*. Merton D. Brown
Ml-· l.lill-tu Kobermju.
Mr·, t ttrl Pierce.
Mr William **. Emersou.
Mr W K. Jones.
M
Elite McDonnell.
M ater E. Greene.
.1 W. Karrar.

It took two spells, with an interval of
days between, to pull off the last
last
game in the croquet tournament
week, and it was not wound up until Friday night. W. A. Porter and Frank It.
Dunham were the team who won. The
prize is the fun there was in it. The

two

final standing was:

Porter ami Dunham,
8. Davli ami .tones,
U. DavN »η·Ι Bobbins
Sliurtletf act! Holgklne

Won.
10
—8
β
6

Lost
5
«

9
»

Andrews'

Kev. J. E. Cochrane of Brunswick sup
at the Baptist church
also eupply next Sun-

plied the pulpit
Sunday, and will
day.

i. la*

Is .'iv

Elmer Swift of Jamaica Plain, Must,
is spending a week with his father, N,
T. Swift.
Miss Allie Hatt of Portland is viaitlog
her uncle, R. H. Gatee, on Stearns Hill,
for a few days.

to 7 30 P. M.

M.

$ia,ooo

family.

SOUTHPAKIS.
offloe Hour· : 7 :30 A.

Mrs. Lydia Swift of Aubara la apend·
Infafew daya with J. E. Murch and

Per
Cent.
®>·
533

Blaze at

Norway

NORWAY 0 ; MECHANIC PALLS 0.
The beat gaine ever played on the (all
grounds, was the opinion of a numbei
who witnessed the contest between

Stable, Resldenci
Connected with it, and Q. F.
Sale

Stone's House Burned.

Mechanic Falls and Norway which

AND A

CONFLAGRATION AVERTED

ONLY BY HARD WORK.

wai

giving

(Jackson)

STATKD MKKTINOS.
F. A A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge
So. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on oi
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
*o. 29,- assembles Wednesday Evening, on oi
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. «_8. M«
Prlday evenlnz, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening aftei
full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meetlnj
In Odd Fellows· Half, every Tuesday Ε venin*
Odd
WUdcy Encampment. No. 21, meets In Even
fellows' Hail, second and fourth Friday
Rfebekah
Lodge,
Mt.
of
month.
each
Hope
Inge
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of eacfc
month.
K. of P.-Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
every Thursday Evening, u. R., A. O. Noyet
Division, No. 12, meete third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. 8., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.-Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each mouth at Grange nail.
*
G. A. R.—Harry Hust Post, No. M, meets In
New G. A. R. Kail on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon_

day evening.
S. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
SewG. A.R.Hall, on the first and third Weduos'lay evenings of each month.
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday

β τβη'net·
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
«
month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
each month
K. G. Ε .—Ox ford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryerson hall, every Thursday evonlng, 8epteml>er to
first and third Thursday evenings, May to
...

...»

May,

September.

Spring

Norway.

means a
Judt^e Philbrook is by no several
étranger here, having been here at
terms of court, and is known as a logical

"He thoaglit he »«w a rattlesnake
That iiuemloned him Id Greek;
It was
He look»·] ajruln ami foua·! "
The middle of next week

Merrill. 3 b
Penfolil, r.f
Culbert, l b
C. Pike. l.f
S. DaTl», ss

A.B.

5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4

Β Η. P.O.
0
4
1
0
0
0
0
16
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
4
10
2
10
2
3
1
0
0
0

Κ.

great demaDd

In

Ohio.
The district and county Republican
committees held a meeting of town
committees at Beale' Hotel Wednesday. This section of the county was
well represented and important business
matters attended to.
Edith M. Smith and Georgia A.
Walker are enjoying camp life at Goat
Ieland during the week.
Judge Jones returned from his outing
in time to take part in the closing exercises with the ball players.
J. F. Bolster was in Boston during the
week on a business trip. He returned
the last of the week.
Walter E. Gordon, who purchased the
Geo. E. Walker place on Bridge Street, is
repairing the same and improving his
stable for the accommodation of hie
livery business.
Invitations for the fifth annual reunion of the teachers and pupils of the
Norway Lake School Association at Norhouse Thursday,
way Lake school
in the
August 20th, are issued. This has affairs
past been one of the most pleasant
of the season. Last year nearly one
hundred and fifty attended and partook

on

road.

aea

and lte ceaseless

Here Union River,

In Norway, Aug. 7, to the wife of Joaeph Β
Corn been, a eon.
In Norway, Aug. 8, to the wife of Earl Β

Barker, a non.
In Norway, Aug. 9, to the wife of Cheater A,
Flint, a eon.
In Norway, Aug. 10, to the wife of Walter C,
Smllh, aeon.
In North Waterford, July 3" to the Wife ol
Harold E. Beane of Wlndaor, Conn., a eon—
Gerald Edward.
■In Bumford, Aug. to the wife of Albert Boyal
of Freeport, a daughter.
In Mexico, Aug. 10, to the wife of M. McCaf
ferty, a daughter.
In Grafton, Aug. 3, to the wife of Eraatua
Thornon, a son.
In GtlbertvlDe, Aug. 4, tffthe wife of Merton
L. Crocker, a daughter.
In Bumford, July l·.', to the wife of Jamsa Mc
Arthur, a daughter.

Died.

Break, break, break,

Here I love to linger after a storm and
watch tbe great combers roll in as the
spray flies over me and the waters scathe
and foam. The voices of the birds have
changed. We no longer hear the song of
the bobolink, Baltimore oriole, cuckoo
and catbird. Instead we are awakened
by the trill of the meadow lark and regaled by the voice of the Peaboby bird,
seagull and Band peep. The robins we
have always with us.
In the pastures about the farm wild
berries are very abundant, such as gooseberries, raspberries, blueberries, sugar
pears, and skunk currants.
Porcunines are verv numerous in the
woods. As a fisherman remarked the
other day, "I ain't afraid of eteppin' on
nothin' in these 'ere swamps but them
porkypines; I'd rather step in a hornet's
A lad
nest than one of them critters."
who was out in the woods recently
chanced to run across one in the act of
climbing a tree. The boy was unarmed,
and seeing nothing at band with which
to despatch the animal, with more courage than discretion, seized the animal by
The hedgehog resented thie
the tail.
undue familiarity aud filled the boy's
hand and arm full of the quivering darts,
causing intense pain. The boy's outcries
brought a companion who helped pull
out the quills, while the hedgehog looked down from his perch in the tree and
laughed. His triumph was short; the
first shot brought the animal to the

In North Woodstock,
wife of Lewis Farnum.

Aug. 14, Mra. Gertrude,

In Parle, Aug. 12, Charlea G. York, aged 48

years.
In Ruckfleld, Aug. 12, Earl narlow, aged 21
years.
In Rumford Center, Aug. 14, WlrtCblby, aged
41 years.
In Llvermore, Aug. 1.1, Miss Lizzie Howe, formerly of Mexico, aged about 67 years. and Mra.
In Bethel, Aug. 8, daughter of Mr.
Walter Wheeler, aged 2 years.
In Stonehim, Aug. 5, Infant son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Adams, aged 1 month, 11 daya.
In Albany, Aug., Mrs Nellie Inman.
In Hebron, Aug. 12. Mrs. Andrew J. Smith.
In Oxford, Aug. 8, Mra. Albion Smith.
In Norway, Aug. 7, Mm. Clara A. Ames, aged
81 years, 5 month*, 11 daya.
In Washington, I). C., July 31, Mra. Emma
Parker Cole, wife of Elmer Cole, formerly of
Bethel, aged 8'J years.

CIRES COUGHS AND COLDS
10

HYOMEI GIVES RELIEF IN

MIXLTE8.

[SUITS at

cin

for

it'· money saved and well invested
one to visit our stores now.

Reduction of

a

$1.00 to

at a Reduction of

TROUSERS

to

.50

$5.00
1.00

Straw and Crash fiats at Cost.

Derbies Just Received.

Styles of

Fall

*

F. H. NOYES co.

Norway

Soutli Parle

BLUE TAG SALE
Tag Sale of Winter

As Our Red

Meant,

Our

so

BLUE TAG SALE
of Summer fleans

A

general clearing

imperfection

or

of all

summer

for any other

that

on

does not sell

many

cases

style, color,

account of

are

well

as

as

formerly.

about one-fourth

only

regular prices.

the

No
on

goods

reason

The BLUE TAG PRICES in

CURES OVER NIGHT.

Everybody knows, or ought to know,
that Hyomei is recognized among scientists as tbe specific (or Catarrh, Asthma,

a

Perhaps You Already Know We Are
Selling This Week

Married.
In West Pari·, Aug. 9, by Bev. D. Β Ford. Mr.
Daniel Osgood Hill and Miss Eva M. Marahal'i
both of West Paria.
In Norway, Aug 10, by Rev. Geo. B. Manter,
Mr. Girard Ν. Bass of PortUnd and Mlas
Winona M. Cumner of Norway.
In East Sumner, Aug. 11, by W. H. Eastman,
Ε ««ι., Mr. Henry W. Hoar of Farmlngton and
Miss * gnes F. Glover of Sumner.
In Bumford, Aug, by Rev. E. W. Webber,
Mr. Leon W. Sanborn and Misa M&vllle Brown,
both of Dlxfleld.
In Rumford, Aug. 12. by Bev. Harold L. HanM.
son, Mr. Samuel G. Turner and Mlaa Eva
Cook, both of Bumford.

a

a

If you

called (a Duybey, a (laughter.

On thy colli, gray stones, Ο Sea!
And I would that my tongue could utter
The th mghte that arise In me !"

A deer and two fawns and a moose

they

meut of the summer.

Norway Company D of the 21 Regt.,
N. G. S. M., furnish the following men
for the state team who attend the naPerry, Ohio,
tional match at Camp

sale

as

description
there

can

are so

neither

given,

be

complete

can a

goods

list of

many odd lots, but those who understand the

mean-

Bronchitis and Hay Fever, but there are ing of this sale will come at once.
great many people who do not know
that Hyomei will cure a cough or a cold
CHILDREN'S COATS sold from 52.98 to |3 50-Blue Taj? Price 49c.
in less than 24 hours.
Hut everyone should know that the CHILDREN'S COATS sizes 0 to 14—Blue Tag Price 98c and f 1.98.
soothing, balmy and antiseptic air of
10 00 to «18.00—Blue Tag Price $3 98.
Hyomei when breathed over the raw and LADIES' SUITS sold from f
inflamed membrane of tbe noRe and LADIES' COATS sold from ?4 98 to 110.00—Blue Tag Price 98c.
a

Anrr

Oi-βΚ·

Capt. John W. Nash.

lot Meut. Mobch P. Stilus.
21 I.lcut. L. H. Daughraty.
Scr^t. W. P. Maritun.

Sergt. Alfrcil L. Wynian.
Lewie P. Bartlett, Jr., and W. II.
Gale of Lynn, Mass., have returned from
a few days with the Norway branch of
the Norway shoe business.
Allard & Moulton have closed their
store for their annual vacation of two
weeks. They will spend part of their
vacation at their Pike Hill residence and
a few days at their former home In New
They wljl reopen the store

Funeral services of Mrs. Clara
Ames were held at her late residence on
Cottage Street Sunday, Rev. C. A.
Brooks officiating. Mrs. Ames was born
in Norway, Feb. 20, 1827, the daughter
of Timothy and Alice Smith. Feb. 1st,

1847, she married Edmund Ames. They
always lived in Norway. Three children
survive her, Mrs. Charles Scribner of
Otisfield, Harry Ames of Auburn and
George of Norway. Capt. Ames, her
husband, died some six years ago. She
was sick but a few days, passing away
Friday, Aug. 7. She waR a Universalist

State Teachers' Examination.

ing places:

High School), Augusta
Bath
(High School),
Calais (High
Blue Hill (Academy),
(High School), Cherryfield (Academy),
Ellewortb (High School,), Foxcroft
(Academy), Ilartland (Academy), IIoulton (High
School), Machias (High
School), Norway (High School), Old
Town (High School), Pittsfieid (Grammar School), Portland (High School),
Rockland (High School), Saco (Locke
School), Skowhegan (High School.)
Auburn

(Slate

(K.

L.

House),

Teachers who have not sent in Preand much respected by all.
can take
Charles R. Meserve of Gardiner, for- liminary Examination reports

business in this town. Is visiting
S. Jason Marr. He moved to Gardiner
some twelve years ago.
A drove of nineteen tubeculous cows
belonging to Charles C. Davie of Oxford
were driven to the 0. P. Brooks slaughter house grounds near Pleasant Street
and killed by Mr. Brooks the first of the
week. The meat was shipped to Portland to be used for fertilizer »nd the
hides saved. The slaughter bouse was
not used for the killiug of the condemn-

merly in

ed stock.

slept,

I

| In

CRAIG TURNER.

Bankrupt. )

LADIES' HOSE odd Iota sold for 37 l-2c—Bluo

District of Maine, ss.
On this 15th day of Aug., A. D. 1908, on reading
the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be bad
of Sept., A. D.
4th
upon the same on fffb at day
Portland, In said Dis1908, before said Court
forenoon
; and that noIn
the
trict, at 10 o'clock
Demotice thereof be published in the Oxford
In
said
District, and
printed
a
newspaper
crat,
and
other
persons In
that all known creditors,
and place,
Interest, may appear at the said time
hare,
why tbe
if
any they
ind show cause,
should not be granted.
pra er of said petitioner
That
And It Is further ordered by the Court,
known credtbe Clerk shall send by mail to all
this order, aditors copies of said petition and
as
dressed to them at their places of resilience
stated.
Halk,
Judge
Clarence
Hon.
the
Witness,
at Cortof the said Court, and the seal thereof,
of Aug.,
land, In said District, on the 15 h day
A. D. 190s.
E. HEWET, Clerk.
JAMES
[L. s.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. UEWEY. Clerk

RIBBONS pnre silk taffeta in fine line of colors and wide—Blue Tag Price 10c,
12

l-2c,

15c and 19c.

cheap.

a

list.

Is the money worth

nice line of MILLINERY which I

am

Every

As well as every business
man should have a bank
account.

BECAUSE:

hills by check is the
convenient method.

Paying your

Your check is
You

Our

CO.

SUPPLIES

stock of CAMERAS, PLATES, FILMS and PAPERS^
fresh from the factory.
We also have everything necessary for developing the films or
need in
plates, and printing the pictures. In fact, whatever you

plete

pretty

sure

to find

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
F.

A.

SnURTLEFF * CO.

CASTORIA For Infants and CMdr»n.
ΪΙηΚΜΤη Hill Alwm Bwrit

F.

A.

Beam the

make the exact

check.

never

have to

buy

in the bank

change

when

paying

money orders to pay bills

strengthens your

credit.

capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits of
$92,000.00 guarantee your money against

650 yds. Crepe Chiffon

over

loss.

eJS

at ioc.

546 yds. Parisienne Organdy at 8c.
Gray Rainproof Suitings, 25c. goods for 17c.
White Dress Skirts at Reduced Prices.
Ν

We

are now

IHTIBTLEFF * CO.

δΤ

closing

holding

a

space for the

skirts to

sale of BLACK PETTICOATS.
This is

to make a clear

new

arrive next month.

REMEMBER this is the month of bargains and

AT THE PHARMACY OF

■

always

THIS WEEK'S ATTRACTIONS

The late Summer and early Fall months are among the best
We aim to keep a comof the year for Picture taking.

are

for the debt it pays.

legal receipt

Norway, Maine.

of

seasons

Photography you

a

else.
most

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

CAMERAS AND
PHOTOGRAPHIC

can

by

•

*

anywhere
s'mplest and

Your money is safer in the hank than

selling

eBCBlXEFF

Farmer

Money

MAINE.

F. A.

Maine,

away from home.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

F. A. 8HURTLEFF * CO.

with the BLUE TAG PRICE which we cannot

Norway,

You

SOUTH PARIS,

the line of

goods
saving?

There are many more

breach
broken, now therefore, by reason of the
a foreclosure
of the condition thereof I claim
of said uiortgigc
Datcil at Paris, Maine, Aug. 14tb, 1908.
JENNIE M. ANDREWS.
33.15
By Wright A Wheeler, her attorneys.

Greatly Reduced Prices
for this week only.
Also

Price 10c.

LADIES' UNDERVESTS «ize 4-Blue Tag Price 10c.
LADIES' GLOVES in tans and elates sold for 50c—Blue Tag Price 10c.
LADIES' SILK ARMLETS sold for $1.00—Bine Tag Price 10c.

Shirt Waists

at

Tag

CHILDREN'S HOSE sizes 5 and 5 1-2—Blue Tag Price 5c.
Bankruptcy.
LADIES' UNION SUITS sold for 50c-Biue Tag Price 19c.

has been
wiiercas the condition of said mortgage

trip.

I

)

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
WHEREAS, Mary E. Farnum of the PlantaOxford and
tatlon of Milton tn the county of
dated
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed,
CounOxford
the
in
Nov. 7th, 1899, and recorded
'■!·"> !, Pag J 364, conBook
of
Deeds,
ty Registry
a certain parcel
veyed to me, the undersigned,
or Milof real estate situated In said Plantation
and bounded
of
Oxford,
ten In aforesaid county
L.Tebbets;
E.
of
as follows;—easterly by land
and
northerly by land formerly of L. H. Roberts
tbe county
land of L. W. Farnum; westerly by
from Sumner to Rumford; southerroad
leading
together.
anil rely by land of Freeman Chase; excepting
Payson Smith,
»o called, being
serving tbe Rand ndll property,
And
State Superintendent Public Schools. the mill and about live acres of land.

Allen'· Foot-lCase.
Etta Noyes is stopping at Empire
A powder for swollen, tired, hot, smarting feet.
Grove campmeeting.
Also free Sample of the
Sa m ni·! sent FREE.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace W. Sheen have Foot
Eask Sanitary Cork-Pad. a new Inven
in
relatives
with
a
visit
from
returned
tlon. Address, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Buy, Ν. V.
They have been
and about Boston.
gone two weeks and report a very pleasant trip.
Mr. Alonzj Tyler and wife have been
to Fryeburg on a pleasure and business

A. E.
0
3
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
14
6
1
1
4
0
1

Discharge.

the examination and send in such reports later. Conductors of the examination will be prepared to furnish such
with necessary blanks.
All appearing for examination should
take with them at least twenty halfsheets of writing paper 8x10 inches in
size, a properly sharpened pencil, and at
least a dozen pins to fasten papers

Aik for

The annual examination of candidates
for state teachers' certificates at the high
school building Friday, Aug. 28, will be
under the supervision of C. P. Barnos.
Mrs. Sadie Seavey Connor of Lynn,
Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs. James
Stnith, for a few weeks.
Mr. Eugene N. Swett, of the Ε. N.
Swett shoe store, with his family, will
"The
pass his two weeks' vacation.at
Farm," M. W. Sampson's cottage on the
west shore of the lake. During the past

for

CRAIG

Candidates for state teachers' certificates will be examined Friday, August
at the followA. 28, beginning at 8 A. m

Hampshire.
Aug. 24th.

Bankrupt's Petition

In the niAtter of

We are somewhat of the opinion of the To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge ofthe District Court of the United States for the District
woman who told me she was afraid of
of Maine:
the light was blown out
nothing after
TURNER, of Rumford, In the County
nights but " them air fire bugs [fireflies].
of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
When I see them making a light I just District, respectfully represents that on the 30th
day of Nov., last past, ne was duly adjudged
to
yell."
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating
The baked shad and steamed clame are Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
of property, and has fully
ready and I must make sure of my shore his property and rights
the requirements of said Acts
dinner. Then for a stroll on the sea compiled with all
and of the orders of Court touching his bankshore, where we will gather the delicate ruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
bine blossoms of the marsh rosemary
have a full discharge from all
and mingle them with the pink hyacinth by the Court to
debts provable against his estate under said
and wild roses, returning in the cool of
except such debts as are exbankruptcy Acts,
the evening to sleep where no burning cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this ioth day of Julv, A. D. 1908.
heat can reach us.
CRAIG TURNER, Bankrupt.
H. S. Robebtson.
Order of Notice Thereon.

I

/

so

Cheap Price

a

Pair of Trousers,
Straw or Crash Hat Ρ

Suit,

roar.

small stream) empties Into the salt water. Here an arm of tbe sea rune up between two points of land not more than
balf a mile wide in the narrowest place.
A few miles below tbe village it broadens
out into a bay.
Here many a lofty ship has been
launched and sent to almost every part
of the globe. The shipyards, long silent
and deserted, bava fallen into decay, and
scarce a trace of tbe former activities remains.
The village boasts of two hotels that
do quite a business taking summer
boarders, who are nearly all from New
York. Our destination is Curramaugh
Farm, two miles below the village on the
west bank of the "river. From our living room we can see tbe vessels lying at
anchor in tbe bay—a three-master and
A favorite passeveral smaller craft.
time with as is to sit and watch the sailboats plying to and fro on the water.
From our chamber we get a glimpse of
Old Ocean and the islands off tbe coast.
Two miles below at the end of the point,
where we go to clambakes, the Atlantic
is spread out before us In all its grandHere the note of the waves as they
eur.
break on the shore makes sweet music
tbat thrills my soul that no other sound
on earth has power to do.

Jack's Male Minstrels appear at the seen.

S

»the

Can You Use at

Born.
—Old Song.
In Parla, Aug. 13, to the wife of Dermont H
After a day's journey by rail we found
Bobbin», a eon.
ourselves In tbe neat little village of
In Hebron, Aug. 8, to the wife of H. T. Glover
Harrington, which is situated at the a eon.
In Eaat Bethel, Aug. 7, to the wife of Joe May
bead of tide-water, aixty miles east of
conxel), a daughter.
Bangor on tbe Washington. County RailIn Norway, Aug. β, to the wife of Ephrala
The

Opera House Thursday evening, Aug. made their appearance recently. Some
20th, under the direction of Mr. Oelrich. have a fear of wild cats ani luciveos if
It will without doubt be the entertainare out in this vicinity after dark.

the state road has been comThe heading of my article in to-day's Newton, c.
pleted. The road has been graded and and eloquent speaker.
The meeting will be held in New Hall, Democrat should have been "Walling's Butter*, ρ2 b
surfaced with gravel on Pleasant Street
three years Mr. and Mrs. Swett have ocBart leu,
Map of Maine," not "Waiting's Map ol Andrew*,
from the Norway line past the fair and will open at 7:30 o'clock.
cupied "The Farm" during the lummcr
c.f.
of
Walling's map
The Norway Baud will play for the Oxford Countv."
vacation.
grounds and practically to the main gate
was
it
and
7
2 *29
17
39
6
Totals
Maine was bublished in 1862,
of Norway Pine Grove Cemetery, a dis- evening.
narry Mann ie clerking for C. F. Ridthat
the
that
in connection with
map
An underdrain of 10tance of HI rods.
Ion during Mr. Kimball's vacation from
,'umm'nge out, hit by batted ball.
which
Busines
la
Directory"
"Subscribers'
Dry.
And Still the Town
inch tile has also been laid across the
the store.
was published, as, indeed,
Score by Innings.
Mrs. Amos Parker, Mrs. Chas. E.
cemetery, 202 feet in length, to carry ofl
South Paris was a dry town, as far as 1 mentionedthe book—which
I
10-Total.
2
3
4
5
6789
1
of
title
quoted—
the
stood
the water which has before always
Holt's sister, of Worcester, Mass , rewater was concerned, most of
■ Norway
the road in the last week. We were not as badly off as must have made evident to ev*ry intelli- Streaked Mt.,...o 1 0 2 0 1020 3-8
on this flat place in
turned to her home after a ten days'
I
0— 6
of
reader of the article. When I pen- Parle Grammar, 010010112
visit on Wednesday.
however, as that town depends gent
spring. To do the work 1020 loads
Norway,
I had in mind Walling's
First base on balls, off Butters 5, off Newell 4.
Judge A. E. Stearns was in town this
grave! were used. Part of this was lak- almost entirely upon the Norway Water ned the article,
and the fact that I called Struck out, by Butters 4, by Newell 11. Hit by week with his people a few days.
eo out of the road iu front of W. K. Clif- Co., while we have several small inde- map of Maine,
Bolster,
P.
Itched ball, Merrill,
muet
King Umpire,
was a it Walling's map of Oxford County
A large number of Norway people will
ford's on the Hebron road, thus cuttiuji
carer, C. Easson
pendent systems. The troublethe
or ol
The rest ol
lake, havo been a case of heteropbemism
attend the Poland campmeeting.
down the knoll somewhat.
break in the intake pipe at
akin thereto.
South Paris was unable taarrange a
it was taken out of a knoil back of J. A.
Mrs. T. L. Webb of Bangor is visiting
through which sand and grarel had been something
lu the "Directory's" list of names ai game in the short time that they had relatives in townjor two weeks.
Kenney's house. The total cost of t ht drawn into the pumps. The reservoirs
Democrat
"Georgf
Tht
held published in the
after finding out that Norway did not
A. W. Walker & Son have been doing
gravel to the town was nothing.
were partly full, and this water was
Patch" should, to accord with the "Di intend to play them Saturday. There is some cement work at the Norway corn
amount available and expended in tht
for use in case of fire, the system being
and
W.
I
be
Patch",
"George
a
a possibility that we may get
game shop.
work was $1231.87.
! shut off on Snadav. After some delay, a rectory",
"Herman X. Whittle" should be "He with Norway for nmrtSaturday, but with
was rigThe Webb Company expect a big sea
temporary pipe for the intake
N.
Whittle".
man
A party of four, composed of F
the
us
to
on
refusais
two
pros- son's work as the corn is unusually good,
already,
again,
play
water was turned
the
and
ged,
Scrutator.
Wendall Hounds, Perin Myers, Harry M
It
pecta of a game are not bright. The
not at full pressure, Friday night.
Postmaster M. R. Rich of Tremont hai
Wheeler and Arthur E. Forbes, made s
August 11.
Norway team haa arranged no game for
will take some time yet to get perfirs'
the
Mountains
we have asked a hen that he can boast of for bravery
time
and
at
this
date
this
trip over the White
mittle.
manent repairs
Old Home Sunday.
Mr. Rich went
of last week. Taking the Monday after
them for this date, but they will no One morning last week
When the tire started at Norway SaturHev. Eleanor B. Porbes will preach a
noon train, they got supper at Gorham I
some other team if possible, out to the coop where Mrs. Hamburg
doubt
water was shut off from
get
the
noon
day
and as h<
East Buckfield in the old "Federal Meet and take South Paris only as a last re- with her ten chickens
and drove to the Glen, from which poin
this village entirely. Saturday evening
there lay ι
sort. No doubt the reason for Norway'! looked in, lo and behold,
they started on foot up the carriagi it was on again for a while, then it ww ing House" Aug. 23d. There will tx
a
hen
I
road a little after 8 o'clock. It was
as dry at two service·—at 10.30, morning, and
continual refusal to play us, is that they dead rat nearly as large as the
again shut off, and we are still
break
2 o'clock in the afternoon.
beautiful evening. The Half-way Hous<
think their team, with its bunch of The rat bad come in for a chicken
ever.
Here the;
Friend· are invited to come, bring tbei salaried players, Ts altogether too fasl fast and got sadly left. Not satisfle<
was reached at 10 o'clock.
dinner·, and at the noon hour renew tb for South Paris, and that the gam< with killing the rat, the hen was still an
rested until 2:30, and reached the Sum
Meeting.
drove
Camp
Empire
minute
mit at sunrise and about fifteen
friendships of the old day·.
would be so one sided that it would lack grily pecking away at it· dead body.
The annual ?amp meeting at Empin
ahead of a shower. Later in the da;
interest. (Of course there is no othei
all
Universaliat Grove Meeting.
WHY JAMES LEE GOT WELL.
t Grove, East Poland, opened on the 13tl
reason, and the result of such a garni I
they went ove* the northern peaks
till th<
will
continue
and
the
Oi
of
a
in Zanesvllle, O., know
was
annual
It
of
juic
The
meeting
grove
Mount Madison.
August,
quite
Everybody
be a foregone conclusion.) Per
would
,
t<
tri
F. Parsons, Dis
ford County UniverealUt· at Bryant' haps the Norway fans would get enougl ι Mrs. Mary Lee, of rural route 8. Sh
trip, as it rained most of the time. Tuet 24th. Rev. Charles
meet
is in charge of the
Pond will be held Wednesday, Aug. li sport seeing Norway put it all ove t writes: "My husband, James Lee, flrml;
day night was spent at the Mount Madi Superintendent, C.
A. Brooks of Norwa;
thirt
Excellent talent i· expected for bot South Paris, so that they would not de believes he owe* his life to the use ο
son Hut, which accommodated
ings, with Rev.
morning and afternoon MMion·. Baskc maud their money back after the basi » Dr. King'* New Discovery. His lung
people that night, with bunks for twent j as assistant superintendent.
t
conduc
L.
Banghart
Rev. and Mrs. C.
lunch i· in order; plenty of hot co£fe ball farce, and we are conceited enougl were so severely affected that consump
five.
Wednesday was a sunny daj
Rev. F. L. Hajwsrd ο j will be provided at the ground·.
Th
that with Rich in the box, Soutl ι tion seemed inevitable, when a' frien
though no distant views were obtainec the singing.
studies Grand Trunk haa been aek'ed for apecii to think
W
Auburn gives a series of Bible
recommended New Discovery.
is
as good a drawing card as Nor
Paris
owing to the murkiness of the air, an
ο I
Its use has restored him t
rate· for the day.
The children's meetings are in charge
clouds in the distance. The party mad
way could get. If Norway oontinues ti » tried It, and
Mrs. F. H. Hall of Lewiston.
a leisurely trip up Mount Madison, an
refuse to play us we shall see if a chai
perfect health." Dr. King'· New Dii
Main
Ticket· on sale at all stations in
then down the Valley Way to Appi
will have any effect on them, am I covery is the King of throat and lun
Croquet.
Play
lenge
I
it h«
Grand Trunk Aug. 10th and goo<
it will be so worded that each teat > remedies. For coughs and colds
lachia, and took the noon train f(
We hereby challenge A. E. Shurtle
return Aug. 31st.
shall have an umpire and the winnin; I no equal. The first dose gives relie!
Gorham, returning home on the afte
W. Hodgkina to play u· a serl<
A.
and
noon train.
Though the weather coi
team take the entire gate receipts.
Try it! Sold under guarantee at F. A
of pc
of five games of croquet.
They are setting the 1908 crop bust
Shurtlefl A Co.'s store. 60o. and 11.(X
dltlons were far from ideal, It was c
Harold Τ. Thaykb,
G. W. Bobbins.
at
12,000,000
Aroostook
in
tatoes
an
Trial bottle free.
the whole a satisfactory trip,
B. S. Jones.
Mgr. of South Paris Base Ball Team.
•Is.
thoroughly enjoyed by them all.
Work

On the doll, unchanging shore;
I long for the ocean'sorlne,

Many Women Praia· Tkfa Btrndf.
Mother Gray, a none In New fork, dlaoorerei
I an aromatic pleasant herb cure for women'a Ilia
called AI7>TBAI<1A1V>X<EAF. It la the onl]
certain regulator. Cure· female weakseaaea am
Backache, Kidney, Bladder and Urinary trou
blea. At all Drugglata or by mall SO eta. 8am
pie FREE. Addreaa, The llotber Gray Co., L<
Boy, Ν. T.

throat will instantly allay the inflammaLADIES' COATS odd loto and odd sizos—Blue Tag Price 31.98.
tion, and will effect a prompt cure.
Complete Hyomei outfit, including in- LADIES' WASH SUITS Skirt and Jacket sold for Ç5.98 and «0 98—Blue Tag
haler, costs only SI.00 at F. A. ShurtPrice «1 98.
ground.
leff & Co.'h, extra bottles, if afterwarde
of a most abundant banquet served on
a
moment.
me
sermonize
here
let
Right
cents.
WAISTS odd lots sold from 98c to 11.49— Blue Tag Price 49c.
50
but
MUSLIN
will
cost
the grounds.
If the boys would spend their time hunt- needed,
Joseph M. Harbaugh, Heldredge, Neb., CHILDREN'S WASH DRESSES sizes 8 to 14 sold for *2 98-Blue Tag Price 49c
Ed Bouchard, who for a long time has ing for gipsy moths and caterpillars they
used your Hyomei in
been with Capt. John W. Nash, will would be doing a work for which they Wiites: "1 have
and 98c.
for two years or more, and
start in business for himself in Auburn would be rewarded in this world if not my family
it
one of the best remedies we ever BELTS sold for 50c—Blue Tag Price 10c.
find
in the near future.
know
not
in the next. Perhaps they do
We find
throat.
The Universalist parish officials are that the porcupine eats the insect pests used for a cold or sore
BELTS sold for 25c—Blue Tag Price 5c.
church
that it gives quick relief in cases of
putting a new furnace into thefuel.
that destroy the farmer's crops.
a
catarrh."
VEILS sold for 50c—Blue Tag Price 19c.
vestry. Wood will be used as
There is also some larger game to be

1

Corrigenda.

ie in

Lieut. Moses P. Stiles and Mrs. Stilee
Brunswick on Wedneeday where
the lieutenant will Instruct the state
rifle team before its
departure next
week for Camp Perry, near Fort Clinton,

j

hear him.

water

went to

J

speak

Djjjij

Epworth League, Sundaj
Friday evening.
evening, β Λ0 P.M.
Rev. E. 8. Cotton, P«tor
Church,
Baptist
Preaching service, 10 30 A. M.; Sabbith School
12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 Ρ
M., Wednesday evening, 7:90.

ex

|

β.

I

j

R^

».

Ββτ·

Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 Λ »
A. M. Sabbath School, 13Λ0; Y. P.C.U.meet
Ing, 7:00 P. M.
Methodist Church. Rev. C A. Brook·, Pwtor
Preaching service. 10 30 A. M.; Sabbath School
12Λ0 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 P. M.
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeunj

there was not some faat fielding, and a
better play than one which waa pulled
off by Pike would be hard to imagine.
The play was on a hard hit groand ball,
between first and second. Pike aaw that
be could not reach the ball and etay on
his feet, so he made a dive for it, got it
in one hand and threw out Adams at
6rst, while sitting on the ground.
The work of the two pitchers was excellent, and both seemed to improve as
the game progressed. In the matter of
strike-outs, Leith had a good lead,
atriking out fifteen men and in the ninth
and twelfth innings got all three batter»
on strikes.
Adams, however, showed to
fine advantage in fielding his position,
and his work in this line was in marked
contrast with that done by Leith.
The Mechanic Falls team played the
entire twelve inninga without an error.
Tbe only play which could possibly have
been scored an error was on a hard bit
ground ball, near second base, which
Lawler stopped but could not fie'd, and
on which it was my judgment that tbe
batter was entitled to a hit.
Besides the work of Pike, Lowell and
Bearce also played fine ball. Harrison
did well, but his work would be butter
appreciated if he would play bin own
position and stop butting into Pike's
plays. Tbere is no question but what
Pike is fully capable of playing his side
of the diamond.
Tbe game was called off at the end of
the twelfth inning because of darkness.
Tbe score:

The sale stable and storehouse of H
P. & Ε. E. Andrews, the residence con
Miss Sara Swift, of Jamaica Plain,
nected with it, occupied by Mrs. Α. Ρ
Mass., and Lillie Colline of Roxbury, Andrews and
daughter Miss Nellie An
Mass., are visiting Miss Swift's father,
drews, and Ε. E. Andrews and family
Ν. T. Swift.
and the house of 6. P. Stone, on Mali
There will be a special meeting of the Street, Norway, were burned Saturday
A number of other buildings cangh
Ladies of the G. A. H. Saturday evening. August 22, to transact any business tire, but were not extensively damaged
There was a high wind blowing from th(
which may come before the circle.
northwest, and the citizens breathec
Miss Eva E. Walker and Miss Maud easier
when the Are wax under control,
Douglass were at Shagg Pond over Sun- and it was assured that there would no)
day with the family of George M. be a repetition of the great fire of 1S94,
At wood, who are camping there f'»r a
The fire was discovered about ten minfew days.
utes before twelve Saturday noon, when
the
storehouse was found to be on tir«
"River Street" is the name which has
been put on the street leading fmni Pine all over. This storehouse, which stood
Street to the houses of W. H. Stiles and at the rear of the stable, coniaiued some
A. P. Abbott, and a sign bearing that eight or ten thousand pounds of wool,
besides carriages aud other goods.
E.
name has been put up at the corner.
E. Andrews had bought some wool and
The Burnham A Morrill Co. are arput it iuto the storehouse just about
ranging to tak»· water from the river to twenty minutes earlier, when nothing
run their boilers duriug this season's run
wrong was in evidence, but the fire had
at the corn factory.
For the other uses
got such headway that the building was
of the factory spring water will be used.
nearly a solid mass of flames.
The Audrews buildings were in the
Quite a delegation of the veterans of
midst
of a thick group of large wooden
this town attended the reunion of the
Twenty-third Maine Regiment and grove buildings, and a powerful northwest
meeting at Bryant's Pond Saturday, wind was blowing. When the threatenwhen a county veterans' association was ing nature of the fire was seen, not only
w&» the Norway fire department called
formed.
out and the Norway hand engine, "OxBOLSTER DISTRICT.
ford Bear," called into play, but the
Mrs. True of Waterville is paaaintf a Sauth Paris fire department and the old
f^w weeks with her daughter, Mrs. I)r. "Pacific" engine from that place were
MECHANIC FALLS.
summoned and in a few minutes were
King.
A.B. Κ. H.H. CO. A. K.
doiug good service.
Harlan Pratt of Hast Orange, N. J.,
0
0
3
5
0
2
The hydrant service, on the Norway Wescott, 3-b
8
0
5
0
13
«pend a few days at W. H. Swett s re- Water Co.'s plant, was somewhat crip- Ada>n«, ρs.s
0
5
0
114
Lawler,
cently.
1
0
pled, owing to the breakiug of the intake Barker, l b
1
19
5
0
1
2
0
5
0
7
A temporary pipe had been got Purlngton, c
Mr and Mrs. Wesley K. Clifford of pipe.
0
0
3
0
0
1
r.f
Talbot,
and
into commission the night before,
0
0
5
0
3
5
Springfield, Mass are guests at A. ». there
Tllton, 2 b
was water iu the reservoirs which
0
0
0
0
1
3
Talbot's.
Penney, c.f.
0
0
0
0
4
1
had been held in case of a fire. The fire Weston, l.f
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Talb >t and Mr. I was so
threatening that the pump at the
0
0
S 3β
2i
40
Totale,
visited
Mrs.
and Mrs. W. K. Clifford
shoe factory was started. With this sevTalbot's sister, Mrs. Millett, in Buck- eral good hydrant streams were obtained.
NORWAY.
Held last Friday.
The fire was only a short distance from
A.B. Κ. B.ll. P.O. A. E.
1
0
0
4
S
0
2
Harrison, s.e
Mrs F R. Withara, Mrs. Freeland the Main Street bridge over the Tannery ; Bearce, l b
0
0
5
1
0
17
and the engines were stationed
ο
ο
ο
0
ο
5
Price, r.f
Cummlngs, Mrs. Chas. Swett and Mrs. Brook,
1
0
and
their
suction
5
2
7
the
0
bridge
dropped
; Leith. ρ
\ Ο Wheeler were pleasantly entertain- on
Β
0
2
0
0
5
I Lowell, 3-b
ed ut the home of Mrs. Oscar Parsons hose directly into the stream.
0
110
4
0
c.f
Younir,
Two streams from the engines, and Pike, 2-b
4
0
0
1
0
4
last Friday.
;
2
1
0
14
four or five hydrant streams, threw con- i Perkins. c
0
4
0
1
0
0
1
4
siderable water, but they could not pre- I Llbby, 1 f
Mill-Marshall.
3
23
0
7 *35
41
Totale
The wedding of Mr. Daniel Osgood vent the tire spreading froui the storethen
Hill and Miss Eva Marion Marshall, house to the Andrews sale stable,
*
ball.
batted
Weston
hit
out,
by
which took place at the home of the to the residence connected with it, occuMiss
Score by Innings.
bride, August 'Jth. was a quiet and inter- pied by Mrs. A. P. Andrews and
and
and
Ε.
E.
Andrews
N'ellie
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12—Total.
Andrews,
A few of the relatives
e^tiug occasion.
0 000000 0 0 0 00—0
„f the contracting parties w< re present family, and the house of G. P. Stone, McFalle
0 00000000 0 0 0-0
on Main
Norway
The interest these frieuds manifested next east of the Andrews place
First base on balle, off Leith 2; off Adams 0.
ind th* presents which were given plain- Street, which were all burned, practicalLeft on
Struck out, by Leith 15; by Adams 7.
ly show that these voung people are ly to a total loss.
Double
Mcclrtnlc Falls 7; Norway β.
It looked for some time as if the fire baHes, Adams to Lawler to Barker, Lawler to
both
are
well
esteemed.
pWye.
They
greatly
end of the Tllton to Barker; Lowell to Harrison to Bearce.
connected and come from families who might sweep over the lower
Umon errors. Mechanic Falls 1.
village in spite of all that could be done, First base
:ue highly esteemed by their towusmen.
Nevers and Davie. Scorer, Thayer.
and it should be considered a remarkably pires,
Mr. Hill is a son of Mr.
Algernon
of work that the fire was
NORWAY C; WEST PARIS 3.
H il' of Norwav, who is a descendant of good piece
it was.
Tbere was a good attendance at tbe
the early settlers of this country and stopped where
The house of J. T. Rowe, next the fair grounds Saturday afternoon to see
held in high estimation by his towusStone house on Main Street, was cousid- Norway defeat West Paris. After witm
on the outside and damnessing tbe game with Mechanic Falls
The brido is a descendant of Revolu- erably scorched
The buildat the rear by water.
Thursday this game Saturday seemed
tionary stock. The great-grandfather of aged
Marston Street, dull and
Charles S. Marshall, the brides ings of Lee M. Smith on
Mr
uninteresting. There were no
near the storehoue
faat plays for the crowd to
particularly
father, came from Glasgow Scotland which stood quite
and costly
He enlisted where the fire started, were also scorched become enthusiastic over,
when he was 18 years old.
also
Pire
rear.
errors by West Paris were a great aid to
in the Revolutionary army and fought considerably at the
buildstore
Gilbert
the
L.
I.
his first battle at Bunker Hill. He mar- caught on
Norway in winning the game.
Mr. ing, on the house of George W. Locke
Norway secured a two-run lead in the
ried Miss Lucy Mason of Bethel.
on the Norway
and
Main
across
Street,
first inning on two bits and two bases
Marshall built a log cabin in Bethel,
but these were ex- on balls, slow fielding being responsible
which is said to be still standing, where High School building,
exteusive damage.
for ono of tbe hits. West Paris scored
he and his wife lived until driven out by tinguished without
The horses and hogs were saved from Its first run on Lowell's error and two
the Indians. Thev fled to Pans,
thdt the Andrews stable, and some of the oth- hits in the fourth inning, and with good
«
in town Aug. 9. 1181
,st
of the furniture base
Mts Marshall was the first white woman er contents, also most
running they would have scored
The twice at this time. Two hits and costly
who spent a night in the town of Paris in the Andrews and Stone houses.
other
of
the
endanger- errors by N. Rowe aad Kidlon gave NorMiss Eva Marion Marshall, her great- furniture in some
was carried out and
Meat I'randdaughter, was married on the ed hou»es*near by
way three runs and the game in the
damaged
thereby.
fifth inning. In the sixth each team
anniversary of that event just I'^ vears somewhat
The loss on the Andrews buildings scored one run. A base on balls, a put
after
The grea'.-grandfather of the
ιηΛ i-nniAnta is reckoned from from $8.- out at first and Harrison's error did the
Lilla
bride's mother. Mrs
♦ «ΙλΙτ #λκ UJ of Paria
wKila Vnrtra ν trnt
U irahall hnilt a frame house on 1 aris I fxX) to $10,0<Κ), with insurance of |0,500.
with in- the only earned
of the game I
run
Hill in 17^9, which was the first erected Mr. Stone's loss is about $3,000,
of #1,000 on the house.
on Lowell's single and Price's double.
Mr. and
in fc>wn, and is still standing.
Ήΐφη<·θ
tvirly in the fire, when it looked worst, The last run of the game came te West
Mrs. Marshall gave their daughter, the
to Paris in the seventh on Emery's hit, Ridvouugest of three children, all girls, to Chief Engineer Hathaway telephoned
Mr. Hill with the understanding that fj^wiston for a steamer, but before they lon's sacrifice and a wild pitch.
Each team was credited with eight
the young people are to make their home could cet a car and pet the engine loaded
with them, and care for them in their the blaze was under control, and further hits, but six of West Paris' were made
after two men were out, and six of Norproceedings were stopped.
declining years.
way's with only one out or no outs, thus
John'· Letter.
The Beer Keg Cases in Court.
Norway's hits proved of more advantage
Enclosed in a letter from a cousin of to them.
The second chapter in connection with
The score:
the ball game-beer cases related in last Topeka, Kunsa*, is a picture postal.
week's Democrat came Monday after- She save: "I am going to send you a
NORWAY.
when Trial Justice picture of the Swain triplets, born Denoon of last week,
A.
Α Β.
Κ. B.ll. P.O.
Their
Charles F. Whitman held court at the cember, 1903, Mt. Pulaski, 111.
1
1
2
S
β.ft
4
1
Harrison,
They Mammon !, l.f
0
0
1
'2
4
2
The seven meo who were mother was my husband's niece.
court house.
0
3
1
2
2-b
4
2
is
the
sad
Bcaree,
hut
thine
woods
little
the
are dear
girls,
t.tk -n around the keg of ale in
0
U
4
0
1
S
Lelth, ρ
are
little
and
each
motherless."
lined
are
were
$0
They
off Alpine Street
0
they
0
110
Young, c.f...............4
0
0
0
0
12
3
In consideration of their having I beauties and l<»ok alike—Prudence, Lou- Chapman, 1-1»
costs.
I Low.·!1, 3-b
1
1116
4
families and their promise not to let it ise. Marian.
0
! Perkins, c
9
1
0
0
4
There is one advantage, Uncle William, Price, r.f
0
0
0
0
1
4
happen again, sentence was suspended
oo Arthur Taillon and Dauiel Dellea, in a long range view, as aforesaid—the
15
3
34
β
8
27
Total*
and the fine and costs were paid by little blemishes are not so apparent, you
WEST PARIS.
Alfouse Taillon, Frank James, I.uke understand. Do not refuse us that small
in
Ε.
Λ.Β Β. Β.H. l'.O. Α
Cariées, Alfonse Martineau and Richard crumb of comfort as a "back number"
0
0
0
3
0
5
J. Farnum, l.f
the short range business.
Brown.
ft
1
5
0
0
2
K. Furnuin, 2 b
said
at
was
what
of
for
intoxiIn continuation
Three men who were taken
0
0
1
3
2
3
L Rjwe, 3-b
will
bet
I
last
our
in
0
Staibird's
scrawl,
1
8
2
at
0
range
4
l
b
long
Shaw,
cation and disturbauce
11
0
15
4
Rowe. c
boarding house in Norway were tiued the jrumdrops that the gentle and gener- ΝIMke,
0
0
0
0
0
3
r.f
man
three-fourths
old
her
were
Eve
George
ous
costs.
gave
0
each $3 and
They
ο
0
0
ο
1
Cookson, r.f
wall!"
the
10
Jack
garden
0
10
of
that
3
and
Lennel
Will
Hickey
Richardson,
pippin—"over
Webber,
ρ
10
4
115
of the dear old jade, I Emery, c.f
Mondiy afternoon Deputy Sheriff It was the nature
2
0
112
3
RIO Ion, e.9
Bicknell took in six more at Norway, God bless her! Her natural curiosity
13
4
8
24
3
35
Totale
and before Judge Jonee of the Norway got the better of her, and so a fine situlost to them.
Municipal Court they were fined each $5 ation and a soft snap was
Score by Innings.
and costs.
They were Bertram Gold- You remember, or have heard tell, that
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-Total.
and
tiiwaite, John King, Luke Montray, Adam hogged down three-fourths,
2 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 x— 0
If through Norway
Chester Herry, Timothy Harriugton, and' then played the sneak.
0 0010110 0-3
West Paris,
through
was
lost,
the
situation
weakness
Willie Walker.
Earned run, Norwav 1. Two-baee-hlt, Price.
source will
and
weak
wholesale
same
winning
this
that
the
job
is
thought
It
Flret bue on ball*, off Lelth 2; off Richardson 1.
cannot Struck out,
of house cleaning will have a good it be regained. We think so, but
by Lelth 9; by Richardson 5. Left
tell for sure at the present writing on bases, Norway 7; west Parle 8. Double
effect.
to
Harrlsou
Eiucry to Rldlon
plays,
When you catch sight of a white ribbon to L. Rowe. First Chapman;
base on error·, Norway 3;
Swasey and Philbrook Will Speak fluttering from every "wildering wayside West Paris 1. Umpire, Rich. Scorer, Thayer.
bush" as you pass along, you can take
Streaked Mountain defeated South
that Eve's fair daughters
AT Λ UK I'IB HC AN MEETING AT SOUTH heart of hope
Paris Grammar School, in a game played
have struck the trail to the barred gate
ΓΛΚ18 MONDAY EVENING.
Tuesday afternoon, by a score of 8 to β.
and have "blazed" the way.
the
at
first
and
cross
the
at
"I.ast
STREAKED MT.
The Republican campaign will open at [
Ε.
Κ
tomb." Is there little in that to you?
Α Β
Β,Η. l'.O. Α.
South Paris this Monday evening with a
0
0
0
11
1
5
however
c.
lift
the
wdl
Glbbs,
world,
that
little
A
5
4
1
0
meeting which will be addressed by Hon
4
.....5
Newell, ρ
or help mightily.
0
0
12
5
1
1
1-b
Johu P. Swasey of Canton, candidate fori
CummlngA,
Adams tested our P. King, 2-b
State
5
11110
iu
the
Veterinary
$*>cond
Representative to Congress
110
4
10
In our Kimball, 3-b
them clean.
founiT
and
cows
C
Warren
Hon.
Maine District, and
0
0
0
2
0
4
a.s
whole lifetime at farming we never lost A. King,
0
1
0
0
0
4
H. Damon, l.f
Philbrook of Waterville, Assistant At0
0
0
0
4
1
is a cow. or have forgotten it.
H. Glbb·, c.f
Mr.
Maine.
Swasey
of
General
torney
0
0
0
0
0
are
at
4
wife
r.f
and
P.
Bailey's
Damon,
I).
Irish
H.
his
covering the district very fully io
to Island. Parties in Turner own a cottage
9
2
2
30
8
40
Totals
campaign, and it is hardly necessary
there.
time he will
say that this will be the only
SCHOOL.
PARIS
GRAMMAR
here.
Everybody will want to

A life on the ocean wave,
A home on the rolling deep,
Where the scattered water· lure.
And the winds their vigil* keep.
Like an eagle caged I pine,

Second Congregational Church, Bet. Β. 8

Rldeout, P&fttor. Preaching Mirk* Sunday
1020 A. M.; Sabbath School. 19:00 M.;Y. P. 8
C. E., Sunday Evening, β30 P. M.; Social Meet
Ing, 7 «0 P. M. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting

And
played Thursday afternoon.
certainly no one could wish to see a
snappier or more evenly contested game.
There was hardly an Inning in which

SEVERAL OTUER Bl'ILDINOS TAKE FIRE

From Washington County.
CVRRAIIAVOH, HARRINGTON,
Aug. 7th, 1Θ08.

NORWAY.

Bam Ball.

Yours

coiue

often.

truly,

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

CASTORIA f«r Infants tnd ChSdreo.
TbKUYH Hilt Alms BMftt

®

T"

ifaM^«MHSSSSSS5S

'"pHIS

IS to give notice to th<
*
public that the undersigned
To gel have purchased the

The Hay Crop

Will be short at the best.
what there is you must have

good

a

PARIS BAKERY

Mowing

Machine.
Remember you

can

get

a

OR A

—

moment's

a

notice

Clean, Fresh, Bakery Food.

at

A. W. WALKER & SON,

special

pay

serving

to

No. 232.—Hidden Hardware.
1. The doctor saw Edwin ailing, yet
gave him do medicine.
2. The ship's crew gave an entertain-

Quick Lunches

—

Walter A. Wood
Machine at

No. 231.—Jingle Charade.
from the estate of Herbert W. Hill· My flrat to seen on many a head,
ier and will continue the business I Tat may ba on a run Instead. smallMy next, a word that's very
With an increased It la a pronoun; that Is all.
after this date.
third la not a marry crew.
My
number of helpers we shall strive tc It 1st, dear reader, only you.
My Mat ahows something far behind;
with
serve the
Λ vary common thine, I And.
My whole la a word that 1a used far and
wide
Whan an army surrenders to the other
aide.
attention
shall
we
And

public promptly

I

DEERING

Day.

At All Hours of the

ment in the saloon.
8. The captain's courtesy to the crew
was sham—merely sham.
4. Under the weeping willow I re-

We solicit your trade.

Fred y. and Kite C.

mained until the storm «ras over.
5. Jeesabol taught night school for α

Aug. ioth, 190S.

South Paris,

living.

SOUTH PARIS.

a

complete

There ia only one kind of

glass, or lens, that your eyes
require. Any other kind is
apt to do them an injury.
We fit each eye separately
by unerring teeta that reveal

White and Brown
Duck and Canvas

Our knowlevery defect.
edge of the human eye ia
sufficient to insure that yon
need.

Let Us Examine Your

AT

Eyes

There is no charge for advice, and our charges for
glasaea are as amall as the
cost of the glasses and
framea you require will permit

Frothingham's

W.O.

South Paris.

6 Pleasant St., Soatta Paris, Mc.

1Θ08

Hebron Academy.

U(jasui»

„..mlî

1

*

»

»

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY
ia the choice of every girl wuo has
ever taated It
The reason is sim-

ple:

high-grade materials.

pore,

Thorough preparation for college and
Courtes for those
scientific schools.
Modern
who cannot attend college.
buildings, steam heat, electric light, telephone, Ac. Efficient corps of teacher·.
Physical instructor all the year. No better school anywhere for young men and
women to get training in mind and body.
Fall term begins Tuesday,

J". XX. FletoHer,
Can tret loner,

Ορρ·

Norway. Me.

,|HÎ*m

E. W.

September

For

Sousie.

CHANDLER,

15,

1908.

and further information

catalogue

address,

W. E.

Principal

Sargent,

HEBRON, MAINE.

Builders' Finish !
of say

1 wll! furnish DOCKS util WINDOWS
Nm or Style it reasonable prices.

QIRLS.

and

For BOYS

3J-M

For Sale.

Registered Hereford male calf, 6
$50. Choicest breeding,

E.
West

Maine.

....

WANTED

iFmrnt
for aala.
Wish to

in kokSâtïô*
imaHMMO

Bum/nesm

or

Not particular a boat location.
bear trou own·» only »ho
will sail dtrivt to bu>er. Give price.
4sseriptlon and state whan possassliw
aaa be ha<l Address.
L tAUYSHlU. k. HOt
I Ι, h,. R. J.

Annual Statement of the

—

Vermont Mutual Fire Insurance
sf

Bfoatpaller, Vt.,

Co.,

For the year ending December 31, 1907.
Insurance la force Jan. 1, 1907,
$73,518,551 <>0
Written la 1907,
-.24.815,010 oo

t9M61.561 IK)
during the year, il οθί.544 00

Policies terminated

Imurance In force Dec. 31, W7t
Assets Dec. 31,19U7.

Depoalt notes,
B«a! estate
Cash deponlted In bank
Cash In offlce,
Bills receivable

policy

43.213 S3
9,220 oo
11,37? 53
lo. Joo oo

$ 74,228 36
7.233,271 58
$7.307,497 94

Total admitted aaaeta,
$7,3*>7,497 94
Mas surplus, aot Including deposit
notes
27*414 58
2(3.720 63
Losses paid la 1907
Losses paid since organisation,
7,147.330 80
Gain la aaseu la 1907
113,622 47
Gain In net surplus la 1907,
30,49815
F. H. A C. C.

and clean

PLUMUEK, General Agents,

31 33

Τ · V CAW
rise τ is

κ

—rut:·» I.1IW.« uifum.
ttswiM. a a. emuiT co. ««mi
ïs.
Uslut,» **kmt M.,

u ι·

ouce

No. 237.—Enigma.
My flrst is In uverelon, but nut In like.
My second la In road, but not'in pike.
My third la In court, but not In prison.
My fourth Is in raise, but not in risen.
My fifth Is in waits, but not In dance.
My sixth is In Spaln.**but not In France.
My seventh la in book, but not In page.
My eighth is in net, but not In cage.
Combined my whole Is a time of Joy
For every man, womun, girl and boy.

10. Gratuitous.
No. 227.—Mistress Mary's Garden:
All that Mistress Mary ueeds do is
this: She should measure from A to
B, fold her tape In tour and nark off
the point E. which is thus one-quarter
Then la the same way
of the side.
mark off the point P, one-fourth of the
side A D.
Now, if she makes Ε G
equal to A P, and G H equal to Ε P.
then A Η Is the required width for the
path in order that the bed shall lie exactly half the area of the tardea. An

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
OcsiaN·
Copyrights Ac.
Anyone tending a sketch and deecrtptton mm?

exact numerical measurement can only
be obtained when the sum of the
squares of the two sides is a square
number.
Thus, If the garden measured 12 poles by 5 poles (where the
squares of 12 and 5, 144 and 25. sum
to 109, the square of 13), theu 12 added
to 6, less 13, would equal four, and a
quarter of this, 1 pole, would Ih> the

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention le probably patentable. Commtinlc·.
tlone strictly confidential. HA NO BOO I on Patente
sent tree, oldest agency fur eecortn* patents.
Patents taken through Muun a Co. receive
spsrtei motte*, without charge, la the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Larteet etreolation of any actaaUflc Journal. Term*, $S a
mr ; four month·, $L Sold by all nawedaalm.

SfflfiSfiKVÏ-ElflEÎÏ?»

width of the path.

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

CltanKS sud bssatiflss tits hair.
IVoomxm a luxuriant growth.
Haver Telle to Bsetore Ο ray
Hair to lté Touihful Color.
Cans scalp diicssn a hair talUac.
M)c,snd|l uon DragaM

ν

52

s

Organs.

and

c

Να 228.—Enigma in Verse: Rail.
Να 229.—Anagram : Humanity.
Cross
Να 230.—Acrostic: Hamlet.
words: 1. Horatio. 2. Antonio. 8. Macbeth. 4. Lorenzo. 5. Escalus. 0. The-

Organs.
Stock of New Pianos

Pianos
Large

Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

SASILT
r.tis

U^Mlhrn

No. 236.—Alphabetical Subtraction.
I am a word of five letters. Take
away my firet and I am the name that
adorns the estate of many of the nobility of England. Take away my first
and second, and I am the name of a
structure iu which all the world was

—

Corner Main and Danforth

SANDWICH.

seus.

MEN PAST SIXTY IN DANGER.

on

Ailing.

Some kinds of nuts make ft

good

into a

sand-

Wheeler,

Billing* Block.,

util Parla,

PXj£3AS£j

has cured many old men of this disease.
Mr. Rodney Burnett, Rockport,
Mo.,
writes: "I suffered with enlarged prostate gland and kidney trouble for years
and after taking two bottles of Foley's
Kidney Cure I feel better than I have for
twenty years, although I am now 91
years old." For sale by all druggists.

K.eep

When in want of

anything

In

in our line·

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

give

Maine.

MIND
us a

Towne—Why do you call
"Cholly"? His first

Fetherbrane
is Noab.

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames,
Finish, Qlass, Putty, Nails, |
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Builders'

either white

push

or

j

j

temperature
moderately cold at least. The proper I
of
oil
to the yolks of two raw I
proportion
eggs is one pint. Put the yolks first In
your bowl and season with a saltspoonJ

j

try

Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
ter··· Doors and Window 8omns—We nuke to order. The kind that lasts. I
Regular aizea of doors in stock. Hare your veranda screened in. We | "Did the bride's father give her
away?"
sell wire screen cloth, spring hinge·, screen door catchea, Ac.
"No sir; when he was aaked how old
she was he lied Ilk· a gentleman."
Wheelbarrows—We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.

Telephones

aid Electrical

lombia

Ignition

Supplies—We have just received a barrel of "CoBatterie·" the best for automobile· and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

*

If τοη

WARNING.
have kidney and bladder trouble

attorney

Dolly—Yes;

WHAT

A

and now look at it!

NEW

JERSEY

added,

np
danger of curdling if the
are
and
is added
fresh
the
oil
eggs
very

slowly.

CHEESE

Sift

together

a

novel experience

his life.
lie was Intrusted with the prosecution of an old Irish wouian for stealing
a coat, and when he began the speech
that he had prepared and rehearsed so
carefully, the old dame at once began
to Interject: "Oh, ye divll. Bit down!"
"Sure, now, he's a loler, yer honor!" "Sit
down, ye spalpeen!" "He's known to
all the perlice, yer honor!" After some
mluutes of this abuse Gilbert asked
the recorder's Intervention, but that ofSo the
ficial was too busy laughing.
effort of his life was not a success.
Present Giving Wore· Than Tipping.
The trend of the times makes itself
felt in the matter of presents and
present giving. In the days of our
grandmothers these tokens of affection
were few and far between and were
marked by a stern simplicity. Rut wo
have changed all that, and the up to

date riot of presents means a deadly
drain on our bank balances.
The tipping tax is bad enough, but
the burden of countless presents can
give it points and a beating.—London
Tatler.

Bad Way.
"You seem much upset, my good
man," remarked the curate, who happened to call when Murkie was laying
down the law somewhat emphatically
to his family circle.
"1
"Hupset?" bellowed Murkie.
In

a

should think I am hupset! Our blessed kid's Just set 'isself on fire, an'
bio wed If the missus 'ere ain't bin
an' put 'Im out with my pot o' beer,
un' me stony broke too!"—London Answers.

A More Advantageous Tims.
"Why do people always say, 'Kiss
and make up?' I thought people usually were frleuds before they kissed."
"Well, you see. It's a good deal more
satisfactory to kiss before the makeup Is put on."—Chicago News.

th·

Nightingal·

It· One·

Lo>t

Brilliant Plumage.
Long, long ago, thousundii of years
liefore man came ou the earth, the

nightingales

moat

the

wore

splendid

plumage of any bird. As they were
also the sweetest singers, as now, you
may Imagine that none was their superior in the bird world.
Of course the nlghtiugaiee,were very

proud.

natural. One young
fellow, however, became eo vain as to
be almost unbearable.
"Who Is ao fine a singer as I? Who
has so handsome a dress as I?" This
was the burden of hie song day after
This

Jvas

day.

But the time came when the young
nightingale warbled no more In the
moonlight. A fairy, tired of listening
to his boasting, came to him.
"Idle braggart," said she, "this night
will you cense your trilling. Ilereafter
you will sing and sing nud sing, but
not the notes of the nightingale. And

your relations will wear a lees brilliant
garb from this time."
All at once the nightingale became
The brooks, which
a
little brook.
heretofore were silent, now murmured
softly and musically, but the vain
nightingale no longer burst Into glorious

melody of song.
for

were

the

they punished.

MEASURING A TREE.
Inganiou·

An Invaluable

Family
Remedy

in
upheaval of the earth it was buried
sand. Little by little water noting on
the sand penetrated the branches and

Hampden Corner, Me.,
August 14, 1906.
"Would say in regard to 'L. F.' Atwpod's Bitters they are invaluable in
cases of indigestion, biliousness, sick
headache, etc. I would not be without them in the house for family use."
^ours respectfully,
Mrs. Mary Stevens.

solidified.

The wood gradually disappeared under the layer of stone and in time took
its form."1 Then in succeeding years
the winds again carried away the sand
and the forest appeared auew, but oJ
stone.—London Glol>e.

The "L. F." Atwood's Bitters l -e
earned a great reputation by roll. ·..%
sickness and promoting health

A Legal Thrust.
learned counsel for the defense," said the plaintiff's attorney,
"appears to be afraid of losing ills
case. Otherwise why isn't lie ready to

"family physician," the gr· ,'t
remedy in thou.tan1 ,,f
homes—always handy—always sa:'·
ways reliable and efficacious. At the

are

"The

go on?"
"I've got a good
counsel for the defense.

^excuse,"

store, 35c.

replied

"Nonsense! Ignorance of the law
one."—Philadelphia Press.

by

Puraued
Method
Maine Wocdemen.

the

Picture Frames

ex

cnses no

and Pictures,

The Tangible Part.
Village Idiot (discovered très
passing)- Ye'd better not hit me. D'ye
The

know fowks say I'm not a' here! Tin?
Farmer
Well, coom awa' oot here,
then. I'm a-goin' to gie a good hMin'
to what ther' Is o' ye!—London Opinion.

Mats, Mirrors
High
in

fested.—Harper's Weekly.

Always In Print.
"Do you subscrll>e to the theory that
Mars Is inhabited?"
"No, I don't subscribe. But I buy if
the news stands."—

BTBAW8.

one

that every member is
committee or other."

Glbbs (visiting)—What sort of neigh
here? Dibbs—A bad lot.
lore have

steel for a

4

into the flour. Mix in a quarter of ft
"For ten years I was confined to my
of cayenne and one cupful t>ed with disease of my
kidneys," writes
of grated cheese. Wet with cold water R. A. Gray, J. P., of Oakville, Ind. "It
to ft stiff paste and roll out very thin. I iras so severe that I could not move part
Cut in narrow strips and bake on greased )f the time. I consulted the very best
letter paper on the bottom of an Invert- nedical skill available, but could
get no
ed tin. A little salt sifted over them l· relief until Foley's Kidney Cure was
just before they are taken from the oven ι -eoommended to me. It has been a
le considered an improvement. A good lodsend to me."
plan Is to make cheese straws on baking
HE GOT THE JOB.
day, using scraps of puff paste.
Boy (roshlng in)—Did you advertise
MABTHAS.
!or an office boy, mister?
Merchant—Yes.
Rub to a cream one cupful of butter
and lard mixed. Add one cupful each
Boy—Well, I'm him. What do I do
of brown and white sugar, two beaten Ρ lrat?
eggs, half a cupful of sour milk, four l.
IAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLDS.
cupfuls of flour in which have been sift-1
Viotlms of hay fever will experience
ed half à teaspoonful of salt, oneteaapoonful of soda, half of cloves, one of preat benefit by taking Foley's Honey
oinnamon and one-quarter of a teaspoon I ind Tar, as it stops difficult breathing
of nutmeg. Add one cupful of raisins mmedlately and heals the inflamed air
and half a pound of walnut meats chop· | usages, and even if It should fail to
pod. Drop by teaspoonfula Into a tin < mre yon it will give instant relief. The
and bake quickly to a delicate brown.— I [enolne is in a yellow paokage. For ,

11

ale by all

druggists.

Water

color,

L, M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

Watch Bargains.
Timekeepers.

Fine

Key

W itillers and Stem Win

Please call and

see

-!·>.

them.

S. Rlcliords.
A

*■

COMPOUND INTEREST

Lot

Xj. M. Lonsloy,
Maine.
Norway,

The trouble with most advertisers Is that they expect imme-

of large proporOue prominent advertiser
illustrates the principle of adverdiate

new

Τ
-t
f
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for cl<jvt>. No .,11
goods. Call and nee t'iN !·..«.·. Jo·.
No
bing promptly attended to
charge for team.

returns

Desirable Residence for Sale,

tions.

The Capt. II. X. l><
stead situated in South I'.n
t-at
thoroughly finished, hot v.
<■!,
and all modern equipmev*
It·,
a two story house, ell .··
centrally located. Apply :
JAMES S. WRIGHT, .Vim.

tising in this way:

mon ejr
expended for
adrertlalnv la the aame aa
The
If placed at fmtereat.
profita from the advertlalnv
are virtually the Intereat on

"The

advertising
properly chargeable to cap-

"The Bums epeut for
are

ital account because the result-

ing good will is something that
has value, which, if the advertising lias been properly doue,
can usually be sold for the face
value of the investmeht.

feeling the importance of being a l>oy
and a .rear older than his sister Helen,

ordered her to Instantly stop crying
and give him a ehauce to bawl. The
picture hIiows how he succeeded.
Labors of Hercules.
To slay the Nemeau lion, to kill the
Lerueau hydra, to catch and hold th·»
Arcadian stag, to destroy the Erymanthian l)our, to cleunse the stables of
King Augeas, to destroy the caunlba.
Th·

Twelve

birds of lake Stympliulus, to capture
the (Jretau hull, to catch the horses of
Dlomedes, to get possession of the girdle of Illppolyte, queen of the Amazons; to capture the oxen of the mou
eter Geryon, to get possession of the
apples of the Ilesperides and to bring
up from the Inferiml reglous the three
headed dog Cerberus.

a

frolicsome way

Oh, Impudent Jay, with your plumage
Kay.

manners

heigh-ho!

so

"Just as the quickest way to
increase Invested wealth Is by

compounding the interest. Just so
the quickest way to realize results from advertising Is to compound the returns."—Advertising
Experience.
Advertisers get good returns
the amount Invested In
We reach the
our columns.
people.

on

The Dairy
Filter and Strainer
of the greatest Saniof the age.
inventions
tary
No farmer should i>e withWe have arrangout one.
Is

Κ ILL the COUGH
CURE

THE

LUNGS

so

Jaunty and free-

llow little you guessed
When you robbed the wren's nt'st
That any etmy fellow would see— heigh-

ho!

A Maze, or Labyrinth.
This maze is η correct ground plan
of one In the gardens of the palace of
Hampton Court, near Loudon. No leg
tudary tale is attached to it of which
we are aware, but Its labyrinthine
walks occasion much amusement to the
numerous holiday parties who frequent

Dr. King's
New Discovery

A.

W. WALKER & SON
to

sell

towns

in I ho
our goods
of Paris, Norwav.

Oxford and Hebron, win»
will be pleased to show
Π ··
them at any time.
shape and construction (Λ
these filters is such that t! «
can be used on a pail, nig
Read nv : .at
or any vessel.
n
the Press says of this
derful invention.

FOR C8ldsH8

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR HONEY REPUNDET).

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

one

ed with

with

murmuring breezes that blow—
heigh-ho!

And your

the Investment Is made.

«II»

Th· Impudent Jay.
I'he Jay la a jovial bird—heigh-ho!
He chatters all day

In
With the

"The rate of interest Is deter-

mined by the skill with which

Willard M'f'g Co.,

Optician.

Lewiston,

Haine.

NOTICE.

the palace grounds. The puzzle Is to
i»et Into the center, where seats are
placed uuder two lofty trees, and many
fire the disappointments experienced
before the enil is attained, and even
then the trouble is not over. It !>elng
ijulte as difficult to get out as to get lu.

NORWAY, MAINE.

The eubecrtlttir hereby fiver) tu t:
hue been <luly appointed executor
will an<l tcetanient of
CARKIK M. KOYNTON, lateof r
In the County of Oxfor·!, <1*.·····»-·· I.
boadl M the law dinct·. All |·
■tcmumle against the estate of »·»Ι
desired to iireecnt the same for *eltit,
all Indebted thereto are rei|Ueeted t·ment Immediately.
JAMKS It
WW.

■

I

July 2let,

I '·

Not All Loss.

chairman of some do.—London Tit-Bits.

TEN YEARS IN BED.

Crayon,

Satisfaction Guarantee

the invcatment.

"My cocoa's cold." sternly announced
the gruff old gentleman to his fair
waitress.
"Put your hat on," she sweetly sug-

Criminals at Large.

EDITOR

A Chance to Cry.
The pet dog has just overturned Harry's house of blocks and Helen's tin
kitchen, which act made both children
so angry that they Immediately began
to cry as hard as they could. Harry.

Grade Portrait Work

Sepia and Oil a specially,

α

ground.—Chicago News.

Mouldings

&

Not After Permanent Impressions.
"Do you expect your constituents to
believe all you tell them?"
"Believe it!" exclaimed the man who
dislikes to he put on record. "I hope
they don't even remember it!"—Wash
lngton Star.

line even
practicable.
Besides, being α woodcutter
you should be able to select a tree of

certain height readily, not by merely
looking nt It, for this at best Is notli
Ing but guesswork.
Now. the woodcutters of Maine have
a quick and simple way of taking th·'
Asmeasure, nud It Is worth telling.
suming that a mast sixty feet in height
is wanted, the cutter selects a tree
that he thinks will furnish it and then
measures off on the ground from the
trunk sixty feet less his own height.
If be is six feet tall, therefore, he
would measure off on the ground flftvAt this point lie puts upfour feet.
right hi the ground a pole exactly his
own height. Then he lien down on the
ground with his feet to the pole, so
that his head Is Just sixty feet froin
the tree. Lying thus, face upward, of
course, he sights over the top of the
pole, and the point on the tree trunk
on a line with the top of the pole is
pretty sure lo be sixty feet from the

the

household

—

other nightingales, although they continued to sing as
rweetly as ever, their plumage became
α modest reddish brown color lnsUiul
of having Its former radiant hues. So
As

For·ft of 8ton# In Australia.
Id Albany, !□ Australia, is to be seen
a stone forest—in other words, petrified
trees. The trees are of a gray stoue.
It is suggested as an explanation of
the strange phenomenon th.it iu the
in
depths of past ages the forest was
full vegetation and then through some

A Simple Remedy.

Very Stout Farmer's Wife (to little
her protege)—Well, Sam, your
•ustlc,
"I bear your club is going to give an
aiaster and J are going to the cattle
sntertainment. Do you think it will be
»how. Cowboy—Olu. I'm sure I hope
» success?"
"Sure to be. We've arranged it so yeou'll take the fust prize, 'm—that I
Pleased.

sftltspoonful

and do not nse Foley's Kidney Cure, you
will bave only yoaraelf to blame for résulteras It positively cures all forms of
kidney and bladder diseases. For sale
Ex.
by «11 druggists.

Hew

before he wrote for the stage, when
he was a barrister waiting for his first
It was long In coming, and
brief.
when it did come Mr. Gilbert determined, of course, to make the effort of

you
SAYS.
There's a blacksmith who's engaged in
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Phillipsforging, a carpenter who's doue some
burg, N. J., Daily Post, writes: "I have touuter
fitting and a couple of fellows
used many kinds of medicines forcoaghs

All

There is no

the

The Effort of Hi· Lifo a Failure.

W. S. Gilbert had

every month at
Dolly—No, I won't wash my face!
Grandma—Naughty, naughty. When Washington Star.
was a little girl I always washed my

[
face.

amid

down

sat

laughter of the spectotoi-s.

altogether, alternating with the oil until and oolds in my family but never any- lext door who sell iron aud
the dreseing is like a smooth, thick!
Transcript
thing so good as Foley's Honey and Tar. Ivlug.—Boston
ν
cream.
Should the yolks of the eggs not [ cannot
say too much in praise of it."
thicken before the other ingredients are For sale by all
druggists.
Flattering.
discftrd them and beat
others.

cupful of flour and a I
quarter of a teaspoonful of baking
Browne—Yes, but that's so inappro- powder. Add half
a teaspoonful of salt
priate. Noah had sense enough to get and chop two tablespoonfuls of butter
l%out of the rain.

Shake off the grip of yoar old enemy,
Nasal Catarrh, by using Kly'a Cream
Koase Paints,
Floor Paints,
Linseed Oil,
Balm. Then will all the swelling and
larn Paints,
Floor Dressing,
soreness be driven out of the tender, inVarnishes,
flamed membranes. The fits of sneezing
lool Paints,
Floor Finish,
Turpentine, will
cease and the discharge, as offensive
Brushes. to others as to
Wagon Paints,
Liquid Filler,
yonrseU, when the causes
W· have some new line· of paints which we believe to be most desirable.
that produce it are removed. Cleanliness, comfort and renewed health by the
Paroid looAnf—The beet of all roofing·. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't use of Cream Balm. Sold by all druggists for 50 cents, or mailed by Ely
irallatlons.

The

head-sea."

whole I to the
point of eccentricity. They once
wheat bread.
had for agent here in New Orleans a
fine fellow. They telegraphed to this
A NOVEL SANDWICH.
agent at a certain eeason to sell their
Butter alternate slices of brown and I cotton
holdings, but he knew the price
white bread and pile them one above would
go higher and therefore he didn't
another into a loaf. Cut the loaf thus I sell till four
days later. In consequence
formed across the slices. Butter them I he netted an extra
profit of $40,000 to his
and pile them so that when this second firm.
in
white and
loaf is cut the slices will be
"When he sent the Rothschilds the
Tress the slices very
brown blocks.
money and told them joyously what he
at
all.
I
before
cutting
cloeely together
whole
had done they returned the
Any cold meat can be used to put be-1 amount with a cold note that said:"
"
tween the slices.
I
'The $40,000 you made by disobeyour instructions is not ours, but
In spreading bread for sandwiches, the I ing
Take it. Mr. Blank, your sucbutter should be slightly warmed in yours.
"
cessor sails for New Orleans to-day.'
order to prevent the bread from tearing I
its
and to insure
spreading evenly. I
Thrift.
When cress, lettuce or other salad is I
An American woman visiting in Lonused in the sandwich, the loaf is usua ly
don engaged a cab to convey her to
allowed to project a trifle to improve its I
Euston Station, and nrged the cabby to
appetizing appearance. When using I drive fast,
as her time was limited.
such greens, break them into mouthfuls I
After proceeding a quarter of a mile at a
before putting them between the slices. I
funeral pace, the passenger warned the
Mayonnaise is at the bottom of many decabby to whip the horse lest she should
licious sandwich mixtures.
lose her train.
Cl'CUMBKB ANI> GBEEN I'EI'I'EB FILI.INO. I
He did so, but the speed soon subsided to the original pace. Again the lady
Mince them very fine or put through I
the chopper. These vegetables are very remonetrated, saying:
"Can't you whip your horse on some
watery, and unless they are deprived of I tender
part to wake him up a bit? I'm
their juices the sandwich spread with
sure I'll be late."
them will become wet and unsightly. I
The jehu looked at her a moment and
The best way to treat the mixture is, I
I've hit the
after it has been ohopped, to press it replied soberly, "Well, miss,
'oss all over 'is body except 'is left
with a spoon against the side of a bowl I pore
that for the Euston
until no more liquid will flow. Salt the I ear, and I'm keepin'
chopped vegetables to taste; epread the Road."—Harper's Weekly.
slices of bread with butter and then with I
Nailing Two Lies at Once.
the mixture, and cover thinly with I
editor has been accused of keepThe
mayonnaise.
!
ing liquor in his cellar. This is a maliPeanut butter makes another good cious falsehood. The
liquor is kept in
filling. Spread the bread with it and I the pantry, between the dining room and
add a few chopped dates or figs.
the kitchen. Why not tell the truth?
It is also alleged that the editor of the
EUO SANDWICH.
Gazette has the gout, caused by high
Pound the yolks of cold hard-boiled
living. Yesterday for dinner he bad
eggs into a paste; season with salt and home-picked sourdock, mustard, dandeand
add
a
little
French
dressing
pepper;
lion, horseradish and beet-top greens,
a little e*eet cream; have the whites of
boiled* bacon and potatee·, com bread
the eggs chopped fine; spread the paste and onions. Would
you call that high
on thin slices of buttered bread; put a
living?—Emporia Gazette.
leaf of lettuce on top of the P»8*6!
sprinkle the white over the lettuce; add
America on Top.
the other slice of bread and cut in two,
Some years ago, while on a tour
to make a smaller portion.
through Europe, Sir Henry Roscoe paid
Chicken sftlftd makes a most delicious I a visit to Vesuvius, which was at the
and hearty eandwich, and is a very ac- time in eruption. He there met an
ceptable relish for a picnic or an outing Amerioan, who spake in deprecatory
of any kind. Almost any kind of cold terms of the magnifioent spectacle.
meat can be sliced and used, and is very I
"Weil," remarked Sir Henry, "when
much improved with a small slice of all is said and done, you have nothing
pickle added to the meat. Any cold fish like this in America."
may also be used. Free it from bones
"No," replied the other, "bnt we have
and mash to a paste; season with salt, I a river that would put the whole darned
some
little
and
a
pepper,
chopped pickle
thing out in five minutes."
mayonnaise. Whole-wheat bread Ib best
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is sold
for a fish filling.
under a positive guarantee to cure conMAYONNAISE DBESSINO.
headache, stomach
| stipation, sick
There is one very important rule to be I trouble, or any form of indigestion. If
manufacturers
it
the
refund your
observed in mixing this dressing: The!
fails,
utensils used and the ingredients must money. What more can any one do. For
and must be tale by all druggists.
be of the same
this between

young
name

huge

rne Kotnscnuas' way.
wich, especially English walnuts, chopped tine and mixed with some grated
A New Orleans man said the other day
American cheeee, blended together with I of the
great house of the Rothschilds:
cream and seasoned to taste.
Spread
their strictness
"The Rothschilds

ful of salt and a tiny bit of pepper and a
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
More than half of mankind over sixty little mustard (in the powder.) Beat I
and
bladof
suffer
from
this with ft silver fork until it thickens. I
to buy for New Year's present.
kidney
age
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175. years
der disorders, usually enlargement of Add one teaspoonful of vinegar, beat
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and
This
is
both
prostate glands.
painful thoroughly, then slowly add a little of I
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.. Here is and dangerous, and Foley's Kidney Cure the oil, beating vigorously all the time.
should be taken at the first sign of Add ft few drops of vinegar, until not
a
good trade in musical instruments.
danger, as it corrects irregularities and over two tablespoonfuls h»ve been used

W. J.

"What is your name?"
"John Williams, sah."
"Are you the John Williams who was
sent to the Albany penitentiary for

both sides
On one of the white ing.
"
···}····
'Now, what's the matter?' said the larceny?"
slices place slices of cold chicken or
'What are you crying about,
"No, sah—not this John."
governess,
·*··12···
turkey, and on top of the chicken two Billy!'
"Are you tbe John Williams who was
or three pieces of bacon well crisped.
•
••••••β
•"I'm crying,' Billy answered, 'be- convicted of arson and sent to the Bal"
Cover this with the slice of brown bread, cause there's no
orange for Jack.'
···«····
timore penitentiary?"
and on top of that put a leaf of lettuce, a
radish or two nicely sliced and a little
"No, sah."
Jack London's Sea Adventures.
of
a
Put
"Have you ever been in any penitenteaapoonful
green pepper.
How Jack London lost bis hand-legs
·10···4δ*
the
with
cover
it
and
on
mayonnaise
tiary?"
aboard
Snark
the
slice of white toast. Wrap each sand- after twenty-seven days
*···!}···
"Yes, sab."
tbe author in
wich in a piece of waxed paper and tie is divertingly recounted by
All eyes were now turned upon the
the folVlrin
the
current
of
West
1.
A
Cross words:
Harper's
city
tbe
at
to
each
Serve
Weekly
guest
carefully.
lowing worde: "I spraddled along the witness. The district attorney smiled
giuiu. 2. A seaport of Peru. 3. A city picnic without unwrapping.
wharf and nearly fell into the water. complacently and resumed:
of New York state, named after a very
BBOWN BREAD SANDWICHES.
I glanced at Charmian, and the way she
"How many times have you been in
ancient city of Ortygia. 4. A city of
Spread tbe bread with butter and then walked made me sad. The wharf had the penitentiary?"
δ. Oue of the United
Connecticut
with cream cheese. Season with pap- all the seeming of a ship's deck. It lift"Twice, eab."
6. Another of the United
States.
rika and a little salt and slice some ed, tilted, heaved, and sank; and since
"Where?"
A
8.
Colorado.
A
of
river
States. 7.
and moisten with there were no hand-rails on it, it kept
olives
over
all,
"In Baltimore, sah."
Charmian and me busy avoiding falling
city of France. 9. One of the Uulted mayonnaise.
"now long were you there the first
In. I never saw such a preposterous
States. 10. A city of Connecticut.
NASTURTIUM SANDWICHES.
little wharf. Whenever I watched is time?"
When the above names have been
"About two hours, sah."
Slice the bread very thin and spread closely, it refused to roll; but as soon at
rightly guessed, the initials will spell
with butter. Then arrange between the I took my attention off of it, away it
"How long the second time?" asked
one of the United States, and the letOnce I
slices very tender nasturtium leaves ana I went, just like the Snark.
the attorney, rather crestfallen.
ters represented by the figures from 1
dowers dressed with a little mayonnaise. caught it in the act just as it upended,
I went there to
"An hour, Bah.
a
will
each
13
spell
to G and from 7 to
for
of
it
down
the
I
looked
and
and
length
lettuce,
Cncumber, green pepper
whitewash a cell that was wanted for
city In that state.—St. Nicholas.
mixed and moistened with mayonnaise, two hundred feet, and for all the world
a lawyer who had robbed bis client."
make ft delicious
I it was like the deck of a ship ducking
them with butter
brown in the oven.

Kay to the Puzzler.
No. 220.
llierouyinus.
Diagonal.
Cross words: 1. Heliolatry. 2. Miscellany. 3. Inexplicit. 4. Illerophant. 5;
Heliograph, β. Convenient. 7. Countryman. 8. Patronymic. 9. Tremendous.

Chas. F. Ri

$»ί.9:>7.257 CO

holders

Summary.

Portland, Maine.

patterns

$77,359,017 no

$

reserve,

Losses adjusted, not yet due,
Losses reported,
Commission and brokerage,
Assets So protect

to close out odd

$7. «07.497 94

Liabilities.
Re insurance

Carpets

Wool

50 000 00
155.231 91
598 '.*9
144,415 74

31, 1W7.

Total assets Dec.

•••*•82

MT THE BROOK MM.

If you were a woodcutter and somebody told you to cut dowu a pine tree
(hat would give a sixty foot mast for
r vessel, how would you go about selecting a tree? You could not s>parc
little boys I know.
in the witness box. The district attorthe time to measure it with α tape
and
were
Jack, ney commenced:
"They
lunching, Billy
If that method were

pionics.

CHICAGO

made by sewing two edges together.
My fourth Is not wild.

—

up stock.

OrgaaUad I Hit*.

—

ON

—

Ε

and when the butler brought on the desCut two alicea of white bread half an
sert it was seen that there was only one
inch thick, and one slice of rye or graorange in the fruit basket. Instantly
ham bread the same thickness. Spread
the larger boy, set up a loud bawland Billy,

·

A LOW PRICE

CHANDLER,

W.

Sumner,

*

•

13

No. 236.—Word 8quare.
My first is part of a ship. My second Is luclosed space.
My third Is

Sheathing for Sale.

Matched fine

*

·

color and markings unsur·
Sire's size 8 1-2 ft., sire's
dam 7 ft.
L. S. HOLMES,
South Paris, Me.
31-33

blocky,

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

·

*

•

congregated. Take away my last,
and I am the name of a beautiful mineral. Take away my two last, and I
am the name of a fashlouable place of
resort.
1 am small, but capable of dolug a good deal of mischief, as I did In
Loudon In the year 1000.

months,

Also Window & Door Frames. passed.

If la warn of say kind of Finish for Inside oi
Outside work, tend in your orders. Pine Luni
bar and Shinnies on hand Cheap for Cash.

butterfly

»···3·7·

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

1804

the

No. 234.—Acrostic.

RICHARDS,

S.

chased

wren

We thread the bank» of the *A*A*A
Till on Atlantic's shore we stand.
We hie us o'er the ocean wide.
When ·Α·ΑΑ·, Holy Land, we see;
We gaze at A*A*A*'s rugged side,
So famed In sacred history.
We visit ·Α·Α. tropic Isle,
And far east kingdom of *A*A*.
We greet our home land with a smile;
We're glad we are American.

receive the glasses that you

OXFORDS

6. The

through the daisy field.

No. 233^-Qeographical Tangle.
From our home of liberty
I Journeyed far o'er land and aea.
From ·Α·Α·Α, that northern land.
To Α·Α·Α·Α'β wide domain;
Thence onward to ·Α·Α·Α'β strand,
The group that own far Britain's reign.
•A*A*A next on Island shore
Raised Its fair portal to our view.
At *A*A*A we paused once more,
Which separates the ocean blue;
We see ·Α·Α·Α·, capital.
And ·Α·Α·Α. desert land.

Qlasses

Proper

stock of

j

Eyes with

We Fit

LADIES
Will find

The Ρuzzler

HOMEMAKEBS* COLUMN.

Statuts that Shocked London.
THE BUCKBOARD.
How» young American «cal ρ tor, the
son of a poor Immigrant baker of Heater Invented In th· Year 1820 by a PennCorreapondeaoe on topics of Interest to the ladle· Street, perturbed the British metropolis
sylvania Doctor.
U aouclted. Addree·: Editor Bd—IBM'
bis realistic statuary Is amusingly
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Pull, Me. bj
the name "buckboard" is apThough
in
told in an artiole
Harper's Weekly.
of carriages, few
"The Evening Standard," says the plied to thousands
Oood Things for Picnics.
to launch its people know bow tbe word came to be
the
first
"was
writer,
There are ae many good thing· that thunderbolts. It denounced the statues used.
one can take on a picnic that it Ta bard as being fit only for a medical museum,
Back around 1820, says tbe American
to give recipes for all. Sandwichee, of deplored their erection upon the busiest
Vehicle, In explaining It, when the
of
the
form
and
called
larger part
coarse, always
upon transportation of goods, wares and
thoroughfare in London,
the lunoheon. When paoking food In a the authorities to 'take steps.1
merchandise was almost entirely by
box or basket, it oertalnly is necessary
delivered
Martin
"Then Sir
Conway
to condense it aa much as possible. Do the first shot for the defence. The bulk wagon, a Dr. Buck, who for many
not take anything that is very moist or of Englishmen,' be said, 'are the de- fears afterward was the military storethat is unpalatable if eaten oold. Pack scendants of two main constituent groups, keeper at Washington, was In charge
in all the fruit you have room for, or, an ancient group of Arctic peoples and of military stores en route to army
better still, carry a basket of fruit, for an ancient group of Mediterranean
peo- posts In the southwest
this Is always appreciated. A box or ples. It is the strong, big, law-and-orΙα east Tennessee much difficulty
two of sardines and a bottle of olives der-loving Arctic lot that makes all this
was experienced by reason of the rough
and small pickle· will aurely be very
other.
Those gaunt, red, cold folk
and there were frequent misave deep down Inside them the memory roads,
popular also.
of the glacial epooh, when they clothed baps, mostly from tbe wagons overCHOCOLATECOVEBED Β ABAS.
themselves in skins and hunted the turning.
Beat together until light two tablereindeer not far from the edge of enorDr. Buck overhauled the outfit, and,
spoonfuls of sugar and two of melted mous
The poor things, in this abandoning the wagon bodies, long
glaciers.
butter. Add two well beaten eggs and
miserable English climate, have not in a boards were set directly on the axles
half a pint of milk. Sift one pint of
mere ten or twenty thousand years had
or hung below, and the stores were
flour, and mix through It two teaspoontime to get'warm through. Naturally,
fuls of baking powder. Add a pinch of
loaded In such a manner that there
the
of
a
when
see
they
representation
salt. Bake U> tins of the right ahape.
were no further delays from breakit
nude
sets
their
teeth
on edge.
figure,
chocolate
with
When almost oold cover
nudes
have
an exactly con- downs, and the etores safely reached
Soulptured
on
cream
a
little
whipped
icing, placing
In epeelal emereffect on the "small dark man." their destinations.
top of each, and decorate with a candied trary stir in him the
They
memory of gency, too, the load could be shifted
pleasant
and
of
strips
angelica.
cherry
ancestors who knew what it was to live or taken off In a hurry.
CCCl'UBEB AND OLIVE SANDWICHES. in a deoent climate.
Let the happy
The'idea was probably not new, but
Butter the rye bread. Peel and slice English substratum of art-lovers, instead
Dr. Buck's example was followed,
the cucumbers and put in a napkin in a of railing at their fellow coontrymen
when roads were rough, and
pray especially
pail of ice to make them crisp. Then in with the Pleistocene constitutions,
"
soon much hauling was done by the
each sandwich put slices of cucumber and earnestly for much hot weather.'
use of wheels, axles and boards only.
pimolas, or stuffed olives, out in two.
None for Jack.
Now we have the buckboard, both in
Arrange sardines in and out around the
President Samuel P. Colt of the United carriage and automobile forms, condiah.
States Rubber Company was discussing
forming closely to the original Idea,
JELLIED VEAL.
in.New Tork, says the Sun, the amicable
few suspect the source of It—
Cut a knuckle of veal in pieces and trade agreement that has been made be- though
boil in as little water as possible until tween this firm and tbe International San Francisco Chronicle.
the meat will slip from the bones. Chop Rubber Company.
the meat line; season with salt, pepper
"It ie best," he said, "for competitors
HAD BEEN IN JAIL
and sage or any other desired herb. Add to agree to be fair and honest with one
to the water one tableepoonful of gela- another, and this agreement of ours is a
Yll It Did Not Pr.judic. HI· 8tindlni
tine previously dissolved in cold water; fair and honest one. It is not like those
ae a Witness.
boil it and put back the chopped meat wherein two rivals, while pretending to
An Important case was being tried
and stir until quite thick. Put in a be fair yet knife one another continually
mold or pan until very cold. Tbis is in tbe back. Such hypocritical agree- before the criminal court of the Disextremely appetizing when sliced at ments remind me of two obildren, two trict of Columbia. An old negro was

Not Quito the Thing.
Matrimonial Agent—I have found for
fou, my friend, α veritable pearl—a
wealthy widow of seventy-five. The
Count—I like the pearl, but I'm afraid
I shau't care for "the shell!—Pblladelohla Inquirer.

Spurgoon'a Complaint.
Mr. Spurgeon once complained that

his deacons were worse than the
devil.
"Resist tbe devil," said be, "and be
will fly from you, but resist a deacou
and he will fly at you."
Our National Attitude.
"That's the Goddess of Liberty," explained tbe New Yorker. "Fine atti-

tude. eb?"
"Yee, aud typically American,"

re-

sponded tbe western visitor. "Hanging to a strap."—Washington Herald.

Quotations cleverly malapropos or
neatly distorted furnish half the wit
Neverof the professional humorist.
theless, when such u verbal misstep In
spontaneous, there 19 often real fun

In it.
A young man bad been out sailiug
with his sister and a friend of hers
He did not know particularly well the
fine points of the art. and on trying to
make the landing against α head wind
he exclaimed after several vain at-

We

shall

tempts:
"Well; It is better to have luffed and

lost than never to have luffed at all."
-Youth's Companion.
Most Extraordinary.
"He has certainly raised his family
In an old fashioned way."
"So?"
"Why, that man's children actually
isk him for advice."
Washington
—

Herald.

Broke.

"Yes, poor fellow, he's

mine."
"IndeedΓ
"Same thing

In

Standard end Times.

a

need."

friend of

—

Catholic

Poor Followl
Hewitt—He doesn't dare say that h!s
iouI is bis own. Jewett— He has been
tvalkcd over so much that he says he
feels like a beaten path.—New fork

Press.

There Is more lying done lb the mater of congratulations than on any

itfcer lubjact—Florida TUmc-UbIoq.
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